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ABSTRACT 

 

There are a number of limitations in existing theories and research on city energy 

sustainability policy. There are few city level studies and they tend to be normative or 

descriptive. This literature provides useful insight but fails to demonstrate why some cities were 

able to frame global climate change as a local problem and develop institutional responses while 

others were not. Several studies quantify the relationship between city characteristics and 

sustainability but do not address the role of formal institutions or policy networks. Investigating 

the role of formal and informal institutions on green governance promises to make a unique 

contribution adding new insights to previous literature as well as informing the practice of 

sustainability at the local level.  This work can advance our understanding of the concept of 

sustainability at several levels; the entrepreneurial role of local government in green governance 

contexts, policy adoption and design for framing green innovations and the mediating role of 

both formal institutions such as government structure and informal institutions such as policy 

networks.   

The three empirical essays that follow apply a political market approach to investigate 

and to integrate how local climate policy efforts are shaped by local entrepreneurism, 

governmental incentive structures and regional collaboration networks.  The property rights 

approach overlooks the mediation role of formal and informal institutions. The dissertation 

overcomes this limitation to the extent in that it includes the role of formal political institutions 

and informal networks among governments, and the mobilization of community, administrative 

and political entrepreneurs. Based on a framework of the institutional political market, it presents 

three analytic essays that investigate and answer these questions relating to local government 

climate protection efforts. 

    

1.  What are the roles of social, administrative and political entrepreneurs in the adoption 

of local climate protection? 

2.  How do the incentive structures produced by different forms of government shape the 

approach that local governments take toward sustainability and climate protection? 

3.  How do local networks influence local sustainability and climate protection strategies?  
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Public Entrepreneurship and Multilevel Governance: Nested Local Efforts within 

States for Reducing Greenhouse Gas (GHG)  Emissions  This essay examines sustainability 

through the lens of multilevel governance to investigate  how local climate actions are imbedded 

in the context of state level policies and political economy. It also explores how the emergence 

of various types of local entrepreneurial actors influences for addressing GHG emission 

problems. The implication of the multilevel governance perspective for the study of local 

sustainability efforts in U.S. cities must take into account the structural position of cities as 

nested within the state government and its policy actions. Entrepreneurs are recognized as an 

important element in overcoming barriers to collective action. Local bureaucrats, elected 

officials and civic leaders, as public entrepreneurs employ, localized resources to mobilize an 

array of public powers and functions. This makes them well-suited to playing a role in climate 

protection and GHG management thereby complementing state and national efforts. The 

interesting finding uncovered here is that some entrepreneurs exert strong influence and others 

do not.  The results of the multilevel model here suggest that significant state-by-state differences 

exist in the rate of city participation.  This has important implications for federalism and suggests 

that effective climate policy may require coordination of state and local action. 

Forms of Government and Climate Change Policies in U.S. Cities It has long been 

believed that council-manager governments with professionally trained public managers are 

more efficiency oriented and insulated from political pressure than mayor-council governments.  

Despite the general acceptance of this conventional wisdom, empirical evidence to support the 

predicted differences in policy has been hard to come by.  Most studies have found no direct 

effect of form of government on expenditures or policy; the effect of local institutions has been 

indirect in working to amplify or reduce supplier or demander influence.  In contrast, this essay 

examines a unique data set of sustainability efforts in governmental operations and the 

community, and reports evidence that form of government exerts an important direct influence 

on the approach to sustainability.  Council manager systems have a significant positive effect on 

efforts directed to governmental operations, but a negative effect on efforts directed to the 

community. 

The Effect of Regional Network Centrality for Local Sustainability Policy This essay 

investigates how regional networks operate at the local level and how measures of embeddedness 

influence the scope of sustainability actions individual local governments undertake. The 
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institutional collective action framework has emerged as prominent explanation inter-

organizational collaboration in the face of fragmented governmental authority. Climate 

protection programs can produce regional “co-benefits” but the collective action dilemmas 

associated with climate protection may offset these gains. Local governments’ willingness to 

cooperate with their neighbors can be crucial to the success of regional climate strategies and 

initiatives. Informal relational networks among the local actors provide the bases for sharing of 

information and the enforcement of agreements. Thus, regional informal ties could be potential 

mechanisms to reduce the dilemmas for local sustainability. A survey of Florida cities gathers 

information on inter-organizational collaboration through regional organizations and measures 

three types of centrality in these networks. The results show that a star position is a significant 

determinant of community-wide sustainability actions by city governments. It confirms that a 

central position has more capacity to mobilize social capital and other resources to overcome the 

complex political conflicts. A broker position can bring new ideas through broader ties but it 

may not directly influence strategic action.   

This dissertation advances an “institutional” political market theory that extends the 

conventional political market explanation by including both informal networks and formal 

political structures. The economic perspective of the political market model tends to focus on 

economic gains by reducing transaction costs, while the political perspective concentrates on 

individual incentives in the process of selecting specific interests. It fills an important lacuna in 

the literature by examining the effects of both informal networks and formal political structures, 

as framed by the entrepreneurial roles of government, on the adoption of innovative policy tools. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

Green is in, and green is everywhere! As citizens and consumers have become more 

environmentally conscious, the green label became a buzz word and marketing tool for 

everything from cars to trash bags. But green is more than a slogan to the extent it represents 

tangible efforts to achieve energy and environmental sustainability and reduce greenhouse gas 

emissions (Hempel 2009;   Fitzgerald 2010; Saha and Paterson 2008; Jepson 2004). Local 

governments have an important if often unappreciated role to play in this entire process (Portney 

2003; Saha and Paterson 2008). The transition to a global green economy in this century requires 

not just environmentally friendly policies but "green governance". 

 

1.1. Green Governance and Local Government 

 

Governance is generally defined as steering rather than rowing the changing processes of 

policy decisions and actions across the boundaries of the private, public and civic sectors 

(O'Leary, Gerard, and Bingham 2006a). Increasingly, this concept of governance has been 

widely employed in policy areas such as service delivery, emergency management, education 

and environment (Biermann et al 2009). As Kettl (2000) conceptualizes that the main trends of 

21
st
 governance are globalization and devolution, the newly emerging epoch of green governance 

are not far from the trends. Green governance promotes global sustainability through the 

devolution of both governmental and nongovernmental entrepreneurism as well as through 

partnerships and collaborations. 

Three important but little understood elements of adoption of governmental programs and 

policy tools on local sustainability and climate protection are:  mobilization of entrepreneurs in 

the community and within government to promote innovation that alters citizens behaviors to 

encourage sustainability (Krause 2011),   political institutions to structure incentives to promote 

sustainability in the community or governmental operations (Cook 2010; Keohane, Revesz and 

Stavins 1997), networking to link local governments within a metropolitan region, coordinating 
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across governmental authorities and through nongovernmental organizations to promote energy 

and environmental sustainability (Schneider et al. 2003; Krause 2010). 

In the U.S. only a minority of communities have made substantial progress toward 

sustainability. For instance, Jepson (2004) shows the variance of sustainable development which 

has been put into action in terms of thirty-nine policies and techniques in U.S. cities. On its face, 

it appears that there are substantial obstacles to collective action toward local green governance 

(Carolyn and Schneider 2003; Krause 2010; Feiock et al. 2009). A critical question this 

dissertation addresses is how to explain the variation across communities, and how some 

communities have overcome the barriers to green governance and others have not. 

 One approach to understanding sustainability is based on market supply and demand 

logic. Property rights theories argue that governance institutions emerge in response to scarcity 

and changes in relative prices (Libecap 1989; Alchian and Demsetz 1973; North 1990). Demand 

for new institutions is generated by the potential efficiency gains (Alchian and Demsetz 1973). 

This simple model provides a powerful and parsimonious explanation for institutional change but 

it neglects the role played by political institutions.  

             Feiock and Lubell advance a political market model that highlights the role of political 

institutions ( Lubell, Feiock and Ramierez 2005; 2009).  One limitation of Lubell et al. (2005)'s 

approach to political market explanations is the emphasis on formal political institutions to the 

exclusion of the role played by network relationships as informal institutions.  This dissertation 

modifies and extends this political market model to advance an explanation for local green 

governance transition, and to test it empirically. In other words, the primary focus is on the 

“institutional political market explanation for green governance innovation.” 

 Cities are the central actors for framing values and diffusion of knowledge in ways that 

complement command-control regulations and market competition. Cities shape public and 

private sector energy efficiency and conservation through a wide array of activities and 

responsibilities including transportation, land use regulation and building code policy decisions 

(Coenen and Menkveld 2002; Krause 2010). They also support energy conservation innovations 

and greenhouse gas mitigation programs through their own utilities as well as by coordination 

with utility companies. Thus cities play a critical role in fostering energy efficient technologies, 

improving existing and new construction building efficiencies and establishing energy system 

integration to enhance sustainable community developments.  
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           While extensive literature exists on the transfer of technologies and partnerships 

(Bozeman 2000; Link 2005), far less is available that examines the role of local governments in 

sustainability. Governmental roles and efforts at the sub-national level are substantially required. 

Unlike other sectors, government has coercion to mobilize resources and make innovation 

possible. Local governments’ own authority for zoning, building codes and municipal services 

can have profound effects on carbon emissions from transportation, energy, and solid waste. 

They are also the level of government closest to the citizen and many of the behaviors that result 

in GHG emissions.  

           In particular, there have not been systematic efforts to differentiate governmental and 

community efforts undertaken by cities. Therefore, the investigation of local governments’ roles 

affecting the variation of green governance is itself a unique contribution, raising questions about 

the motivations and capacities of municipalities to play that role. 

 

1.2. Significance of this Dissertation 

 

There are a number of limitations of existing theories and researches of energy 

sustainability issues. There are few city level studies and they tend to be normative or 

descriptive. This literature provides useful insight but fail to demonstrate why some cities were 

able to frame global climate change as a local problem and develop institutional responses while 

others have not.  Several studies quantify the relationship between city characteristics and 

sustainability (Zahran et al. 2009; Lubell, Feiock and Handy 2009; Krause 2010) but do not 

address the role of formal institutions or policy networks.  

Investigating the role of formal and informal institutions on green governance promises 

to make a unique contribution adding new insights to previous literatures as well as informing 

the practice of sustainability at the local level.  This work can advance our understanding of the 

concept of sustainability; the entrepreneurial role of local government in green governance 

contexts; policy adoption and design for framing green innovations; and the mediating role of 

both formal institutions such as government structure and informal institutions such as policy 

networks.   
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1.2.1. The Role of Local Government in Addressing Global Climate Change 

 

 It is conventional wisdom that energy and environmental sustainability is a global 

problem requiring concerted action by national governments for mitigating climate change 

(Andonova et al. 2009).  This begs the questions of what the role of local governments should be 

why they should engage in green governance in the first place, and how local governments can 

overcome the barriers and resistance to green governance.   

Since 1970s the conventional thinking on environmental policy has changed into “Think 

and Plan Globally but Act Locally"(United Nations’ Conference on the Human Environment 

1972).  Although strong national policy is a necessary condition for achieving sustainability 

goals, local governments “policy entrepreneurs” can make a substantial difference in framing 

environmental policy (Kingdon 1993).  

Local governments have localized resources to mobilize an array of powers and functions 

that make them well-suited to play a role in climate protection and energy management that can 

complement state and national efforts. In addition, a decentralized system of local governments 

can stimulate experimentation, collaboration and innovation (Tiebout, 1956; Peterson 1981, Choi 

et al 2010). 

Hundreds of local governments throughout the U.S. have adopted energy conservation 

and efficiency measures along with emissions reduction plans to address the global dimensions 

of climate change.  It has been estimated that three-fourths of global carbon emissions come 

from urban areas.  Although the territory covered by municipal governments accounts for only a 

tiny portion of the United States’ total land area, almost two-thirds of the American people, over 

175 million, reside in cities. In addition, municipal governments have tools to directly address 

energy efficiency, conservation, and carbon emissions through their well-established role in 

regulating land use and development (Feiock and Francis 2010). 

Local governments are still important actors in Addressing Global Climate Change. 

Individuals usually discount the costs for long-term benefits so sometimes individually rational 

choices are resulted in tragedy in commons (Ostrom 1990). In this circumstance, government 

could lead long-term visions for sustainable common goods using coercion or voluntary 

solutions or internalizing externalities among actors (Coase 1937; 1998; Hardin 1968; 

Williamson 1981). Local governments’ willingness to cooperate with their neighbors is crucial to 
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the success of regional climate strategies and initiatives.  Local sustainability and green 

governance can be crafted to match unique local circumstances.  Local action is adaptable.  It can 

be implemented less bureaucratically and adjusted more quickly than action by higher level 

governments. 

 

1.2.2. Local Sustainability and Policy Adoption 

 

Since the Brundtland Report (1987), the seminal text on the topic of sustainable 

development, identified what sustainability urban development is, scholars have advanced the 

conceptual link between sustainable development and co-benefits in our society.  

Three general explanations would be possible why sustainability policies and programs 

have emerged rapidly. One reason is resource scarcity based on the property right explanations.  

Simply speaking, lack of resources leads a great deal of demands to policy actions that reduce 

the uncertainty of status quo.  For instance, rapid population growth, substantial lack of carbon-

based energy and energy allocation conflicts have driven to demands for institutional alternatives 

to preserve energy resources.  

Second, climate crisis has motivated to frame sustainable energy issues. It is not just 

speaking about policy alternatives, rather it is suggesting to the extent to radical shifting of our 

thinking of sustainability and energy issues. Now, we are facing the global warming caused by 

our carbon-based footprints and it could not solve by any single authority.  

Third, the creation of green economies gives us incentives to cooperate with each other 

for sustainable energy goods. Green economy or sustainable development explanations also 

extend to our insights in terms that sustainability issues could create economic growth as well as 

environmental conservation.  There are no more tradeoffs between economic development and 

environmental conservation. We could gain both of them by seeking green governance. If we 

could measure energy sustainability appropriately based on unified definition, it would be easier 

to figure out our facing problems such as resource scarcity, global warming, and green 

economies.  

In sum, sustainability has emerged as an important issue at all levels of government and 

cities are no exception. The concept of sustainability has proven difficult to define as it has 

become a buzz word with an ever-expanding list of meanings.  Nevertheless, discussions, of 
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sustainability often converge on the “three Es” as core elements of sustainability: conservation of 

the environment, place-based economic development, and promotion of social equity (Berke and 

Kartez 1995; Healey and Shaw 1993; Portney 2003; Jepson 2004; Saha and Paterson 2008). 

What factors, then, account for the adoption and change of local sustainable programs 

and policy tools? According to Salamon (2002), government takes policy actions to achieve 

particular objectives with policy tools which are methods or instruments to best-fit on the 

circumstances. Several determinants should be considered in exploring how and why policy 

innovations (new governmental programs and policy tools) are adopted.  

Some scholars of policy adoption focus on internal determinants at the organizational 

level, such as community wealth (Walker 1969), socioeconomic capacity and political party 

competition (Lineberry and Fowler 1967; Hofferbert 1974) and policy entrepreneurship 

(Kingdon 1993) while others consider in addition, external diffusion factors (Berry and Berry 

1990) and emphasize the role of policy coalitions or networks at a macro level (Sabatier 1990; 

Baumgartner and Jones 1991; 2002).   

For instance, Lyon and Yin (2007) found that the adoption of state Renewable Portfolio 

Standards (RPS) was influenced mainly by internal determinants such as air quality, renewable 

energy interests, and restructured electricity markets. Portney and Rabe (2010) show how various 

interest groups have an influence on the sustainability initiatives which cities engage in. Zahran 

et al (2008) emphasizes that civic capacity accounts for local sustainability policy. Furthermore, 

different types of public entrepreneurs have different effects on the adoption of inventoried GHG 

emissions.     

The three empirical essays that follow apply a political market approach to investigate 

and integrate how local climate policy efforts are shaped by local entrepreneurism, governmental 

incentive structures and regional collaboration networks.  The property right theories approach 

overlooks the mediation role of formal and informal institutions. The dissertation overcomes this 

limitation to the extent in that it includes the role of formal political institutions and informal 

networks among governments and the mobilization of community, administrative and political 

entrepreneurs.  
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1.2.3. Role of Public Entrepreneur and Multilevel Governance 

 

How does local entrepreneurship influence city climate policy?  Public entrepreneurs are 

central to policy innovation (Schneider, Teske and Mintrom 1995; Schneider and Teske 1992). 

They bring innovation and creativity to public agenda by coupling problems, resource and 

supporters from inside or outside government.  Public entrepreneurship is key factors in case 

studies but not subjected to comparative analysis. Moreover, existing work does not differentiate 

type of entrepreneurs and does not link individualistic motivations to sustainability commitment. 

Thus, I attempt to classify public entrepreneurship into three types: social, bureaucratic and 

elected entrepreneurs. I assume that they may seek different policy goals based on different 

incentives and motivations and their choices influence the equilibrium of policy outcome. 

Then how does state policy influence city climate policy? Local climate actions may 

reflect state-to-state variances. Furthermore, institutional arrangements at the state level may 

provide a pressure value effect or alter local choices to meet the goals of state climate protection 

policies and programs (Krause 2011; Shipan and Volden 2006; Feiock and West 1993). Thus, it 

needs to account for the structural position of local (cities) climate actions as nested within state 

government and their policy actions.  

 

1.2.4. Formal Structure and Informal Networks as Institutions 

  

The last decade has produced a renewed interest in institutions and “new institutional” 

theories across all of the social sciences. Nevertheless an institutional focus is not novel. The role 

of institutions has been central to our understanding of preservation of equilibrium in society. 

Furthermore it explains what factors facilitate marginal changes or innovations across many 

substantive fields Over two centuries ago, Adam Smith (1776) advanced the proposition that 

laissez-faire or the invisible hand can create national wealth, but his work also emphasized how 

institutions frame the morality of wealth and how it promotes the optimal utilization of division 

of labor. By the same token, Hayek (1945) suggests that “the use of knowledge in society” can be 

reached at optimally when driven by laissez-faire rather than central planning because planner do 

not calculate every individual’s talent or knowledge in an efficient way. However he also 

demonstrates how entrepreneurship can advance society by way of innovation and the diffusion 
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of inventive ideas or technology brokered within social networks. With the same logic we can 

observe how these historical ideas of harmony between invisible functions of laissez-faire and 

the role of formal and informal institutions have advanced fields of studies like ecological game 

theory, public choice theory and new institutionalism over the last half century.  

How institutions mediate the negative externalities of competition or operate in the 

absence competition has been the subject of much research. There has been enduring debate and 

contention regarding the coercive role of formal institutions and the dangers of informal network 

based systems resulting in collusion and hollow state governance (Frederickson). Our 

understanding of  the role of institutions in aggregating and articulating demand and 

transforming it into collective choice has expanded greatly in recent years but with a few 

exceptions (Lubell, Feiock and Handy 2009) it has not been applied to green governance. 

Moreover, the literature has focused primarily on formal political structures to the neglect of how 

less formal policy network relationships act to moderate the forces of policy demand and supply.  

In sum, I argue that policy entrepreneurs, formal institutional structures, and informal 

institutions based in communication networks between organizations can fulfill the role of 

aggregating, articulating and moderating preferences.  Forms of local government have been 

shown to shape outcomes by amplifying or attenuating specific demands.  I expect that informal 

networks will function in a similar manner to moderate the supply and demand forces. 

This dissertation includes three separate and independent papers that together begin to 

assemble several puzzles into a single picture to investigate the appropriate roles of formal and 

informal institutions in climate policy innovations.  

 

1.3. Overview of the Dissertation 

 

This dissertation advances an “institutional” political market theory that extends the 

conventional political market explanation by including both informal networks and formal 

political structures. The economic perspective of the political market model tends to focus on 

economic gains by reducing transaction costs while political perspective concentrates on political 

incentives in the process of selecting specific interests. This dissertation fills an important lacuna 

in the literature by examining the effects of both informal networks and formal political 

structures on the adoption of innovative policy tools and on the framing of the entrepreneurial 
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roles of government. Based upon the framework of the institutional political market, it presents 

three analytic essays that investigate and answer those questions that relate to local government 

climate protection efforts. 

    

1.  What are the roles of social, administrative and political entrepreneurs in the adoption 

of local climate protection? 

 

2.  How do the incentive structures produced by different forms of government shape the 

approach that local governments take toward sustainability and climate protection? 

 

3.  How do local networks influence local sustainability and climate protection strategies?  
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CHAPTER TWO 

PUBLIC ENTREPRENEURSHIP AND MULTILEVEL 

GOVERNANCE: NESTED LOCAL EFFORTS WITHIN STATES 

FOR REDUCING GHG EMISSIONS 

 

The problem of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions is a collective action dilemma because 

decisions on reducing GHG are made independently, but the outcomes jointly affect everyone 

involved (Ostrom 2012). Climate change is a global problem, and thus discussions of policy 

responses have focused on international agreements and action taken by national governments.  

Nevertheless, as argued by Betsell and Rabe (2009), the scale of problems does not dictate the 

scale or form of the governance mechanism to resolve them (Betsell and Rabe 2009).  In fact, 

states and especially local governments have come to play the lead role in climate policy in the 

U.S. and around the globe over the last decade.  

Despite increased recognition of the importance of multilevel governance, especially in 

federal systems, the empirical study of climate policy has tended to focus on a single level of 

government such as nations, states, or cities in isolation. Although strong national-level policies 

are often thought necessary  to address climate change,  decentralized multilevel systems of 

national, state, and local governments can stimulate experimentation, collaboration and 

innovation thereby encouraging place-based planning and implementation (Ostrom 2012; Feiock 

and Scholz 2010). The implication of the multilevel governance perspective for the study of local 

sustainability efforts in U.S. cities is the need to account for the structural position of cities as 

nested within state government and their policy actions.Thus state efforts need to be accounted 

for in order to isolate and explain these actions.   

Descriptive accounts of city sustainability often link climate action to the emergence of 

public entrepreneurs. Entrepreneurs are recognized as an important element in overcoming 

barriers to collective action (Schneider, Teske and Mintrom 1995; Schneider and Teske 1992).  

For solving addressing multilevel GHG externalities, civic and governmental leaders make a 

substantial difference through agenda-setting and coalition-building to further climate protection 

efforts. They bring together resources from numerous individuals and organizations to make 

innovative solutions possible. Adoption of innovative policy is generally facilitated by public 
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entrepreneurs' efforts to motivate their followers in supporting transformation to new agendas. 

Local bureaucrats, elected officials and civic leaders, as public entrepreneurs poses localized 

resources to mobilize an array of public powers and functions that make them well-suited to 

playing a role in climate protection and GHG management, complementing state and national 

efforts.  

This chapter examines sustainability through the lens of the multilevel governance to 

investigate examine how local climate actions are imbedded in the context of state level policies 

and political economy.  It explores how the emergence of various types of local entrepreneurial 

actors influences whether cities become membership in the U.S. International Council for Local 

Environmental Initiatives (ICLEI-USA) and U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection 

Agreement (MCPA) climate networks as well as the scope of local policy adoption efforts for 

addressing GHG emission problems. 

 

2.1. The Role of Cities and Inter-local Networks in Climate Change 

 

In the U.S. city climate action has taken the form commitments based in joining national 

or international climate protection networks as well as the adoptions of specific energy reduction 

programs.   No single agency or government alone can adequately address the environmental 

externalities of GHG. Thus, climate issues have implications for multilevel governance, because 

they raise concerns in management and/or coordination among multiple governments operating 

at different levels.   

Climate agreements or membership networks linking cities fall primarily under the 

umbrella of two membership networks: the International Council for Local Environmental 

Initiatives (ICLEI-USA) and the U.S Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement 

(MCPA) (Krause 2010).  As of 2012, 1026 municipalities had signed commitment to the MCPA 

and almost 550 had joined ICLEI-USA. In 1990, ICLEI was founded with 200 local government 

members from 43 countries who were committed to sustainable development. It currently has 

over 1220 local government members from 70 different countries representing 569,885,000 

people (www.iclei.org 2012). In the U.S. ICLEI-USA is preeminent in the field as the first 

organization of city government-focused sustainability campaigns affecting U.S. cities.   
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Membership in ICLEI-USA requires member governments to conduct a GHG emission 

inventory because, knowing where the emission comes from is necessary to plan and implement 

the prescribed emission reduction actions. Additionally, ICLEI-USA sets four milestones to be 

achieved, including setting a specific GHG reduction targets, developing plans designed to 

achieve that reduction, implementing their plans, and monitoring results (ICLEI Global 2010). In 

the U.S., 545 cities have joined ICLEI-USA (ICLEI Global 2012). ICLEI-USA   supports local 

governments in establishing and implementing locally designed policy tools. This includes 

providing technical consulting, training, and information services to offer plans at the local level.  

In 2005, the U.S Conference of Mayors launched a Climate Protection Agreement 

through which participating cities pledged to meet the goals stated in the Kyoto protocol and to 

lobby their states and the federal government to act on climate protection. An initiative was 

launched by Seattle Mayor Greg Nickels committing mayors to reduce emissions in their cities. 

The mayors of 1026 cities have now joined the U.S. Conference of Mayors' Climate Protection 

Agreement to reduce GHG emissions by at least 7% below 1990 levels by 2012 (U.S. Mayors' 

Climate Protection Agreement, 2010).  

Since then the conference has actively encouraged mayors to sign on to the agreement, 

with the result that well over 1,000 mayors are now committed to this goal, and the number 

continues to rise. The conference's policy positions have increasingly called attention to the need 

for global climate protection focusing on renewable energy resources, national standards, 

building standards and practices, and transportation options. In recognition of an increasingly 

urgent need to provide mayors with the guidance and assistance they require to lead their cities' 

efforts in the reduction of the GHG emissions linked to climate change. These efforts include 

such strategies as fleets employing vehicles using alternative fuels or hybrid-electric technology; 

power plants utilizing cleaner sources; lighting provided by energy-efficient technologies; 

buildings more environmentally sustainable.  

 

2.2. Local Climate Policy Actions 

 

Local government could lead long-term visions for sustainable common goods using 

coercion or voluntary solutions or internalizing externalities among actors (Coase 1937; 1998; 

Hardin 1968; Williamson 1981). Local governments’ own authority for zoning, building codes 
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and municipal services can have profound effects on carbon emissions from transportation, 

energy, and solid waste. They are also the level of government closest to the citizen and many of 

the behaviors that result in GHG emissions. Cities are primary drivers of climate change (Clark 

2003). Almost 80 percent of GHG emissions emanate from within citie’s boundaries (Koehn 

2008; O’Meara 1999; intergovernmental Panel and Clmate Change, 2007b; Satterhwaite 2008). 

Therefore, the investigation of factors affecting the variation of energy sustainability is itself a 

unique contribution and it also raises questions about the motivations and capacities of 

municipalities to play the governance role (Portney 2003; Sharp, Daley, and Lynch 2010). 

Daley et al (2012) explore some of the determinants of climate change policies. Their 

results suggest that interlocal networks, general civic capacity and mayoral cities with a heavy 

manufacturing base are related to the adoption of climate change policy tools. Betsill (2001) 

argues that localizing the global climate issue is a key to generating political support. A number 

of studies highlight the co-benefits of sustainability efforts for other policy such as pollution 

control and transportation (Kousky and Schneider 2003) or economic development (Francis and 

Feiock 2011). The following section provides a theoretical framework to examine climate 

change policies directed to behavior in the wider community to investigate the role of 

entrepreneurship and state policy.   

 

2.3. Factors Affecting Local Efforts within States for Reducing GHG Emissions 

 

Much of the prior work focuses on organizational memberships in ICLEI-USA, USCM 

or other climate networks rather than specific policy actions.  Decisions to join ICLEI, USCM 

are typically linked to factors affecting motivations and benefits of doing so (Sharp et al 2010; 

Krause 2010).  Recent work investigates commitments to climate protection.  Wang (2009) 

found that California cities climate actions were influenced by political preference, 

environmentalism and fiscal capacity.  Krause (2010) measured the commitment levels of the 

climate commitment of the Indiana cities by developing a climate protection index.  Feiock, 

Kassekert, Berry and Yi (2009) estimated the effects of climate actions of neighboring 

jurisdictions, and the career incentives of local officials on the adoption of climate policies in 

Florida cities.  While these studies advanced the literature, their generalizability is limited 
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because their sample frame is limited to a single state and the results are unconfirmed in a 

national setting.  

Only recently has systematic study of city government’s role been undertaken on a 

national basis. The work of Portney and his colleagues (2003; 2009) investigates how the 

involvement of various groups shapes the types of sustainability initiatives that cities engage in.  

Krause (2010) makes an important contribution to this discussion by identifying how state level 

factors influence city level climate policy.  In a much cited study, Zahran et al. (2008) account 

for local sustainability efforts based on climate change risk, climate change stress and civic 

capacity. Furthermore, Sharp et al (2010) investigate two questions: first, why do some cities 

join ICLEI-USA for local environmental mitigation efforts while others do not and second, 

among those that have joined ICLEI-USA, why have some  achieved all five milestones while 

others not. They suggest the variation in the decision to join ICLIE and actual implementation 

progress are mainly driven by supportive interest groups and the perception of co-benefits. They 

found that the decision to join ICLIE is relatively noncontroversial but the implementation 

efforts activate latent allies as well as opponents. 

This study builds on these works and extends it by applying a multilevel analysis in 

which cities are nested in states and focusing on multiple types of public entrepreneurs to 

investigate their influence on policy adoption and coalition-building efforts in cities.  Accounting 

for state level effects and multiple entrepreneurial paths promises to add new insight into local 

climate policy adoption. Accumulated case study evidence demonstrates that that the presence of 

policy entrepreneurs is often a key factor in successful efforts to enact climate protection 

initiatives (Bulkeley and Betsill 2003). The limited comparative work does not differentiate 

among civic, bureaucratic and political entrepreneurs.   

This may be an important omission because different incentives motivate entrepreneurial 

activity in each sector and thus sustainability efforts may take different form depending on which 

types of entrepreneur champion’s climate policy.    The role of social entrepreneurs, in particular 

has not been adequately addressed in the literature.  Moreover, previous studies that include 

governmental entrepreneurs typically do not differentiate elected and administrative officials 

within government. The following sections identify the roles of the three types of local 

entrepreneurs and advancing hypotheses to test their influence. 
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2.3.1. Public Entrepreneurship: Civic, Elected-Policy and Bureaucratic-Policy 

Entrepreneurs  

 

Public entrepreneurs play critical roles within American communities.  Public 

entrepreneurs, like business entrepreneurs, bring innovation and creativity to their work. The 

literature on public entrepreneurs is somewhat fragmented and often does not clearly distinguish 

among civic entrepreneurs promoting innovation from outside of government and policy 

entrepreneurs working within government.  Moreover, policy entrepreneurs include both elected 

politicians and administrators. This lack of differentiation is an unfortunate omission because the 

actions of each type of entrepreneur are based on different motivations even when they pursue 

the same policy goals. This means that policy commitments of local governments for 

environmental and energy sustainability are shaped by different institutional incentives.   

Extant research suggests that the number of potential public entrepreneurs is a function of 

local demography because certain conditions make entrepreneurs more likely to emerge and be 

successful (Schneider and Teske 1992). Moreover because public entrepreneurs encompass 

citizens, elected officials and administrators, the differences in motivations and incentives of the 

various public entrepreneurs needs to be accounted for.   There is a critical need to better 

understand the nature and role of public entrepreneurship within communities especially in 

policy arenas like energy and climate change characterized by rapid change and great 

opportunity for innovation. Public entrepreneurs promote dynamic policy change by attempting 

to win support for their ideas for policy innovation. They use several activities to promote their 

agenda, such as identifying problems, networking in policy circles, shaping the terms of policy 

debates and building coalitions. 

Policy entrepreneurs are individuals within a government who actively promote specific 

policy innovations either because of personal commitment or career benefit.  Governments at 

every level are typically seen as antithetical to entrepreneurship, but several commentators report 

that government is loaded with public entrepreneurs.  Elected and appointed government 

officials seek to improve government and support governmental actions for the betterment of the 

community. The presence of elected and administrative leader’s policy support shapes a local 

government organization’s abilities and priorities. These actions can make a substantial 
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difference in how environmental policy is framed and thus impact the larger public debate on 

sustainability.  

 Elected-Policy Entrepreneurs The motivations and incentives of elected entrepreneurs 

to set public agendas for climate policy may be different from that of bureaucrats or civic 

leaders.  Frant (1996) argues that elections create “high power” incentives that are the public 

sector equivalent of profits in market transactions. In this case, electoral support and other 

political resources are exchanged for the private benefits that result from agenda-setting and 

coalition-building efforts for climate policies.   

Elected-policy entrepreneurs can play a significant role in promoting and framing climate 

initiatives to emphasize the local benefits of carbon reduction policy. Several case studies of city 

climate protection planning efforts report that the presence of a committed policy leader or 

entrepreneur within the local government is a key to framing the issue and pushing the adoption 

and implementation of climate protection initiatives. In some communities elected officials seek 

to cultivate constituency support by championing climate protection issues.   

Elected policy entrepreneurs are politicians who advance policy innovations in pursuit of 

individual political advancement. Betsill and Rabe (2009) claim that more than a decade after the 

signing of the Kyoto protocol, the elected officials who can best lay claim to national leadership 

operate at the local level. Throughout the nation there is clear evidence that mayoral leadership is 

producing business and community support for policies that reduce GHG emission (U.S. Mayors' 

Climate Protection Agreement, 2010).  

Bureaucratic-Policy Entrepreneur Bureaucratic entrepreneurs, often in management 

positions may actively promote policy innovations because of a personal or professional 

commitment.  For example, alternative service delivery (Stein 1990) and economic development 

innovations (Schneder and Teske 1992) in local government were often championed by city 

managers and other high level administrators. Bureaucratic entrepreneurs have also been shown 

to play an important role in development of policy generally. Bureaucratic climate policy 

entrepreneurs include administrators who actively encourage the city to become involved in 

policies such as GHG-reduction. 

Civic Entrepreneurs There has been tremendous interest in recent years in civic or social 

entrepreneurship by non-governmental actors in communities.  Different from other types of 

public entrepreneurs, civic entrepreneurs work outside government, focus on raising public 
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awareness and foster the collective action of  large groups of individualistic organizations or 

people to make the solutions of their issues possible (Waddock and Post 1991).   Civic or social 

entrepreneurs are catalytic private sector citizens who address complex policy problems in their 

community and mustered the necessary vision, resources and people to solve what seemed 

impossible (Waddock and Post 1991), although often they have some career interest tied to the 

specific issues they champion. 

Urban communities are often home to individuals driven by civic passions.  These 

individuals are committed to improving the governance of their community.  They work 

individually through informal networks or are associated with public organizations. Civic 

entrepreneurs actively engage in and pursue improvement of some aspect of community life.  

Instead of creating profitable bottom lines, they pursue a broad range of public benefits. Table 

2.1 summarizes the expectations of the nested impact of cities' public entrepreneurs within states.   

 

Table 2.1 Expected Hypotheses:  

The nested impact of cities' public entrepreneurs within states 

 

Type of Public 

Entrepreneurs 

Scope of Sustainability 

Policy Adoptions 

MPCA  

Membership Network   

ICLEI-USA Membership 

Network  

Elected Entrepreneur + + +/0 

Bureaucratic 

Entrepreneur 

+/0 +/0 + 

Civic Entrepreneur + 0 + 

 

Managers and other government administrators have a strong interest in the costs, 

efficiency and performance of governmental operations, so I would expect bureaucratic 

entrepreneurs to have weak or no relationships with climate policy adoptions. Civic and electoral 

entrepreneurs on the other hand seek positive change and support for the larger community. 

2.3.2. Multilevel Governance: Vertical Interaction between State and City Efforts 

 

In the U.S., climate policy has followed a decentralized approach where state and local 

governments constitute the central loci of climate change governance (Betsill and Rabe 2009). 

Municipal climate actions are often regarded as independent efforts resulting from local factors 
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not from the state-level influences, however recently state and local governments are becoming 

increasingly aware of interdependencies that make new policy adoption more likely and that 

have a synergistic effect on climate policy diffusion (Krause 2010; Betsill and Rabe 2009). 

 For instance, if a city attempts to go further with climate policy initiatives, a city may 

need state-level regulatory approval or need to modify its programs to conform to state-level 

climate policy goals. This perspective is a form of multilevel governance, with governance 

activities occurring at a variety of jurisdictional levels from the state to the local (Betsill and 

Rabe 2009; Hooghe and Marks 2003). Multilevel governance may provide dynamic incentives 

for the adoption and diffusion of green policy programs and technologies by linking localized 

knowledge among local and state governments (Betsell and Rabe 2009; Keohane et al. 1997).  

Three state-level mechanisms to influence local climate policy are addressed here: 

establishment of advisory bodies that develop channels of vertical communication and 

information flow within the state; Greenhouse gas reporting; and state policy initiatives that can 

complement local efforts.  States began enacting climate-related policies in the late 1980s with 

cities following in the early 1990s (Krause 2010). The primary reasons I differentiate the 

advisory bodies and greenhouse gas reporting from general climate actions, first, these two 

actions employ as institutions between state and local governments. The advisory bodies mediate 

through communication channels between them while state government monitor local 

governments through GHG reporting.   

 

Legislative Commissions and Advisory Bodies Vertical institutions may facilitate the 

ability of governmental actors to overcome the potential conflicts such as policy overlap or 

limited autonomy and to gain synergistic co-benefits from multilevel governance (Betsill and 

Rabe 2009). As an institution for vertical interaction, climate change commissions and advisory 

group provides a formal institutional venue to link state and local actions for mutual benefits.  

Advisory Committees provide access to information and best practices.  Because they generally 

include local groups and governments and local government associations they provide a network 

that cities can access.  As of October 2011, twenty-four states have initiated Climate Change 

Advisory Groups (CCAGs) through the legislative and/or executive branch (Pew Center on 

Global Climate Change 2012). CCAG primarily focuses more on providing recommendations 

possible solutions and strategies for statewide policies. For instance, in California, "the Climate 
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Change Advisory Committee was established in 2004 by the California Energy Commission and 

a Climate Action Team was established in 2005 to provide advice and recommendations on a 

comprehensive equitable and cost-effective climate strategy (www.c2es.org)." In Illinois, "the 

advisory group includes scientists and representatives from business, industry and the 

environmental community for making recommendations on how the state can best reduce its 

greenhouse gas emissions (www.c2es.org)." CCAG includes local officials as one of many 

stakeholders related to climate actions however it has a significant policy implication in terms of 

offering one institutional mechanism for further understanding of how state and local 

government agencies are opening dialogue about the issue and policy options that are mutually 

beneficial (Betsill and Rabe 2009).  

 

 

Figure 2.1 Climate Change Commissions and Advisory Groups 

 Source: www.c2es.org, January 2012 

Greenhouse Gas Reporting and Registries The GHG emissions reporting and registries   

aim to develop a common system for entities to report greenhouse gas emissions 

(www.c2es.org). The registry provides an instrument to measure, track, verify and publicly 

report greenhouse gas emissions consistently and transparently between states. It includes three 

types of tools: voluntary, market-based and regulatory greenhouse gas emissions reporting 

programs. Thus it is desirable to differentiate voluntary from mandatory programs in measuring 

reporting (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009).   For example, "on June 25, 2008, Governor Charlie 

Crist signed the Florida Climate Protection Act, which requires major emitter to monitor and 

report greenhouse gas emissions to The Climate Registry" (www.c2es.org). The Act directs the 
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Department of Environmental Protection to establish methodologies and protocols for reporting 

emission. "The California Global Warming Solution Act of 2006, AB 32, requires annual 

reporting of statewide greenhouse gas emissions, including emissions from all electricity 

consumed in the state. The Air Resources Board adopted a Mandatory Reporting Rule in 

December 2007, requiring large facilities, including power plants, oil refineries, hydrogen plants, 

cement plants, cogeneration facilities, and industrial sources that emit over 25,000 tons of carbon 

dioxide per year, to track and report emissions" (www.c2es.org).  

"On April 4, 2007, Governor Joe Manchin III of West Virginia signed legislation 

establishing a new net greenhouse gas inventory for the state that covers emissions, reductions 

and sequestration of six greenhouse gases, including carbon dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, 

hydrofluro-carbons, perfluoro-carbons and sulfur hexafluoride. The inventory covers all major 

stationary, area and mobile sources, such as power plants, waste combustors, natural gas/oil 

systems,  landfills, and waste water treatment facilities, highway and non-road sources, and 

agricultural sources and shall account for geologic and terrestrial carbon gas emissions if the 

reductions are made before they are required by law, and will include the development of criteria 

for establishing baseline emissions, quantifying emission reductions and providing public 

recognition of reductions" (www.c2es.org). 

 

 

Figure 2.2 Greenhouse Gas Reporting and Registries 

Source: www.c2es.org, January 2012 
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State Policy Initiatives State initiatives have four components:  climate action, energy, 

transportation and building sector initiatives. First, climate action initiatives include GHG 

emissions targets, emissions cap for electricity, climate action plans, regional initiatives, GHG 

reporting and registries, state adaptation plans. Climate action plans, which identify state-specific 

cost-effective opportunities to reduce GHG emissions, have been developed by 39 states (Pew 

Center, 2011). Regional portfolio standards require utilities to produce a minimum amount of 

renewable energy. More recently, states have begun to adopt GHG targets, A GHG emissions 

target refers to the emission reduction levels that states set out to achieve by a specified time.  

Second, energy sector initiatives include public benefit funds to support energy 

efficiency, renewable energy and research and development, RPS (Renewable Portfolio 

Standard), net metering, mandatory green pricing programs, decoupling, Renewable Energy 

Credit (REC) tracking system, Energy Efficiency Resource Standard (EERS), Carbon Capture 

and Storage (CCS) incentives, clean energy for state facilities (www.c2es.org).  

Third, transportation initiatives include vehicle GHG standards, mandates/ incentives for 

biofuels, low carbon fuel standard, medium and heavy duty vehicles, plug-In electric vehicles, 

VMT-related policies and initiatives. Fourth, building initiatives include energy codes for 

residents and commercials, Property Assessed Clean Energy (PACE) programs, appliance 

efficiency standards, green building standards for state buildings. Energy codes for residents and 

commercials establish a minimum level of energy for residential and commercial buildings. 

Table 2.2 summarizes the frequency of the state-level climate policy actions (www.c2es.org).  

 

Table 2.2 State-level Policy Actions 

 

State-level Climate Change Initiatives Frequency 

Climate Action 

Initiatives 

Regional Initiatives 32 

Climate Action Plan 38 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Targets 23 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Inventory 49 

Greenhouse Gas Emissions Registry 42 

State Adaptation Plan 20 

Carbon Cap/Offset for Power Plants 16 
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Table 2.2 continued 

Energy Sector 

Initiatives 

Public Benefit Fund 21 

Renewable Portfolio Standard 39 

Net Metering 46 

Mandatory Green Pricing Programs 12 

Decoupling 20 

REC Tracking System 29 

Energy Efficiency Resource Standard 30 

CCS Incentives 16 

Clean Energy for State Facilities 17 

Transportation 

Initiatives 

Vehicle GHG Standards 15 

Mandates, Incentives for Biofuels 44 

Low Carbon Fuel Standard 23 

Medium and Heavy Duty vehicles 39 

Plug-In Electric Vehicles 34 

VMT-related Policies and Initiatives 19 

Building Sector 

Initiatives 

Energy Codes (Res.) 40 

Energy Codes (Comm.) 40 

PACE 21 

Appliance Efficiency Standards 15 

Green Building Standards for State Buildings 44 

 

Source: www.c2es.org, 2012 

Krause (2010) argues that the state policy environment in which cities are nested 

influence cities' participation decisions in climate networks and that variation in local 

participation reflects state-to-state differences in economic, political, social environments. Her 

study (2010) provides valuable insight into the multilevel governance however she examines 

only a small number of state policies and does not uncover any statistically significant effects to 

support her expectations of state influence.   

Her work also supports previous studies in finding that the U.S. MCPA can be a symbolic 

gesture on local climate action. The key policy implication, however, is how decisions to 

voluntarily join a climate protection network at the local level are shaped by institutional 

arrangements at the state level. Therefore, the analysis that follows provides a more systematic 

test of whether the institutional roles and policy actions undertaken at the state level influence 

the climate actions of cities.  
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2.4. Data and Methods 

 

2.4.1. Sample and Variables 

 

The multilevel empirical tests utilize multiple data sources. Several variables are derived 

from a mixed-media national survey “Implementation of Energy Efficiency and Sustainability” 

(IEES) conducted by the Florida State University in 2010. The sample frame of 1,180 

municipalities included all 680 with populations over 50,000 and a random sample of 500 cities 

with populations between 20 and 50 thousand residents. The survey was implemented with an 

initial web based survey and three waves of a follow up mailed survey. City managers and 

CAO’s were the initial contacts for the survey. A 57.5% response rate was obtained with 679 

returned surveys. The IEES Survey instrument is included as an appendix. 

Mono-method bias is often a threat to construct validity in survey research. The validity 

of conventional studies relying on a single data source has been questioned (Meier and O'Toole 

2011).   The problem of self-report bias is compounded if all variables in a study are based on 

one method of measurement potentially resulting in spurious substantive findings due to 

contamination by shared method variance.  This is less of a threat in this study because the 

survey questions focus on independently verifiable actions such as policy adoptions rather than 

subjective assessments.  Furthermore two of the three dependent variables are based on network 

membership reported in the organization's web site and rather than relying solely on the survey 

responses.     

Two membership network outcome variables, which represent membership in ICLEI-

USA and the MCPA, were obtained from their web sites: www.iclei.org and www.usmayors.org. 

The measures are dichotomous variables representing membership of the ICLEI-USA and 

MCPA, that is, they are coded 1 for member and 0 for non-member. This research focuses more 

on the ICLEI-USA and MCPA, however it also provides the model which has the outcome 

variable of the all memberships related to climate protection programs for showing the 

differences from the ICLEI-USA or MCPA only model. The index of all memberships includes 

the ICLEI-USA, MCPA, Sierra Club Cool Cities Initiative and Audubon Sustainability 

Community.    
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The policy adoption outcome variable is based on counts of the number of specific 

energy/climate policies or regulation which are addressed by the jurisdiction as it relates to the 

community at large.  The IEES questionnaire asked respondents about the following 13 items:  

green buildings; retro-fitting existing buildings for energy efficiency; alternative transportation 

systems; technology innovation/demonstration projects; energy efficient devices (appliances, 

lighting, etc.); energy efficiency systems (building controls etc.); inventory of greenhouse gas 

emissions; renewable energy; smart grid/net metering; alternative fuels; incorporating energy use 

in land use decisions; provide information about efficiency to employees/residents.  For each 

item the respondents identified whether the issues was for the overall community. Independent 

variables are introduced at both the state and local level. The 50 U.S. states make up the level-2 

observations. Summary descriptions for the dependent and independent variables are presented 

below in Table 2.3.  

 

Table 2.3 Variables Description and Source 

 

Variable Description and Source 

Dependent Variable 

Model 1 
Policy Adoption Index 

 

 

 

Model2 
MCPA member 

 

ICLEI-USA member 

 

 

Climate Protection Program 

Membership Index 

 

 

Level 1 (City) Independent Variables 

Public Entrepreneurs 

   Civic Entrepreneur 

    

 

    

 

 

An additive index counting the number of specific     

       energy/climate policies or  regulation which are 

       addressed by the jurisdiction as it relates to the 

       community at large (FSU Survey). 

 

A dummy variable indicating whether or not each 

       city's mayor adopt the MCPA 

      (www.usmayors.org). 

A dummy variable indicating whether or not each 

        city's mayor adopt the ICLEI-

USA(www.iclei.org). 

An additive index counting the number of specific     

      Climate protection program membership which 

      are addressed by the jurisdiction (FSU Survey). 

 

 

A dummy variable indicating if key members of the 

        public are identified as actively encouraging the 

        city to become involved in efforts to reduce 

        GHG emissions (FSU Survey). 
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Table 2.3 continued 

Variable Description and Source 

   Elected Entrepreneur 

    

 

 

   Bureaucratic Entrepreneur 

 

 

 

Organized Interests Group Support 
    

 

      Business Groups 

       

      Environmental Groups 

      Civic Interest Groups 

 

Need or Problem Severity  
      Public Awareness 

 

 

 

       Population Density 

 

City Capacity 
    Separated Sustainability Office 

     

 

    City Utilities 

     

 

 

Control Variables 

Political Institutions 
    Form of Government 

 

 

     

  Community Characteristics 

     Population 

 

     Race 

 

     Income 

      

A dummy variable indicating if elected officials are 

         identified as actively encouraging the city to 

         become involved in efforts to reduce GHG 

         emissions(FSU Survey). 

A dummy variable indicating if member(s) of city 

         staff are identified as actively encouraging the 

         city to become involved in efforts to reduce 

         GHG emissions(FSU Survey). 

Averaged scorings of perceived opposition and 

       support(from strongly oppose=1 to strongly  

       support=5). 

Chamber of Commerce, Real Estate Developers and 

         Large Business Corporation (FSU survey).  

Environmental Groups (FSU survey). 

Neighborhood Organizations, Homeowner 

Associations (FSU survey). 

 

An ordered variable scoring of perceived the 

         severity of problem related to energy/climate 

         change issues (from not very important=1 to 

         very important=4) (FSU survey). 

Logged each city population in 1999 divided by land 

         area in square miles (Census Bureau). 

 

An ordered variable scoring indicating the year  

         when a city has a separated sustainability 

         office (from 0 to 8) (FSU survey) 

A dummy variable indicating if a city has a 

         municipal ownership of an electricity 

         producing or distributing utility (1) and  

         otherwise (0) (FSU survey) 

 

 

A dummy variable indicating if a city has a 

         council-manager form of government (1) and  

         a different forms (0) (ICMA and city web  

         sites). 

 

Logged each city population in 1999 

         (Census Bureau). 

The percentage of each city's total Non-Hispanic 

          White population in 1999 (Census Bureau). 

Logged each city per capita personal income in 1999  

         (Census Bureau). 
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Table 2.3 continued 

Variable Description and Source 

Level 2 (State) Independent 

Variables 

Climate Change Advisory Groups 

 

Climate Actions 

 

 

GHG Report 

 

 

 

Control Variables 

Fiscal Stress 

 

 

A dummy variable indicating if a state has a  

          CCAG (www.pewclimate.org). 

An additive index counting the number of specific     

          climate actions which are adopted by a state 

          (www.pewclimate.org). 

An ordered variable scoring of the level of strength 

         of GHG report (from none=0 to mandatory=3) 

          (www.pewclimate.org). 

 

Unemployment Rate in 2008 (Statistical Abstract  

         of the United States). 

 

Level 1 (City) Independent Variables.  At the city level, civic, electoral and bureaucratic 

entrepreneurship are identified.  The IEES survey included three questions that asked respondent 

to identify if specific elected officials, members of city staff, and key members of the public 

“actively encouraged the city to become involved in efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions.” 

To capture organized interests I collect information from the IEES survey on support for climate 

protection efforts by several stakeholders groups. The survey asks a question regarding the level 

of support for sustainability decision making by each type of stakeholder groups. The extent of 

opposition/support from these groups is measured on a five point scale ranging from strongly 

opposed (coded 1) to strongly supportive (coded 5). Measures are constructed for the perceived 

level of support from business interests in the community including the chamber of commerce, 

real estate developers and large business corporations. Measures are constructed for the 

perceived level of support from civic interests in the community including the neighborhood 

organizations and homeowner associations. The perceived support from environmental groups is 

also included.   

I expect support from environmental organizations to increase the likelihood of climate 

policy adoptions and coalition-building activities.  Business interests are often obstacles to new 

standards and regulatory requirements for energy sustainability initiatives.  Thus support from 

the business community may be especially important for successful GHG reduction activities in 

the community. From the respondents’ perceptions, I include a survey measure of the importance 

of energy and climate change issues to citizens in the community. Population density (each city 
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population divided by land area in square miles) is included as another measure of problem 

severity. I also include two measures of the city capacity. Ownership of a city utility measures 

the increased ability to adopt and follow-through on GHG reduction pledges (Krause 2010). The 

other is separated sustainable office may indicate the increased ability to adopt sustainability 

policies. 

The design also includes several control variables indicating local government structure 

and community characteristics.  The form of government structure is coded 0 for mayor-council 

city government and 1 for council-manager city government. Because city managers are more 

efficiency oriented, I expect council manager government to be more strongly related to 

sustainability in governmental operations than the community. I add several measures to capture 

preferences related to local efforts for reducing GHG emissions. I include measures of 

population, racial heterogeneity (proportion of population non-Hispanic white) and median 

household income in 1999.  These community characteristics have been linked to preferences for 

environmental protection in previous research. Demographic data at the municipal level was 

obtained from U.S Census Bureau sources, 2000, and 2007. Institutional and structural data for 

local governments comes from various volumes of the International City Management 

Association (ICMA) Municipal Yearbook and the 2006 Form of Government Survey, and the 

U.S Census.  

Level 2 (State) Independent Variables State-level variables can provide motivations, 

resources and obstacles to local policy adoption (Krause 2010)  Feiock and West (1993) find that 

most state-level efforts to encourage municipalities to provide recycling services significantly 

increase the probability that this will occur. These Climate Change Commissions and Advisory 

Groups (CCCAG) are more formal institutional mechanism to link between state and local 

actions for mutual benefits. The presence of CCCAG may serve as both a resource and a 

motivation for cities to adopt their own related initiatives. Climate Actions (CAs) describe 

sources of GHG emissions within a state and how they can be reduced. This information may 

prove helpful to cities in the development of their own plans and the adoption of  CAs might 

provide a pressure valve effect and reduce local motivation (Shipan and Volden 2006). State 

GHG reports may similarly influence local propensity to adopt. Other potentially state-level 

characteristics include the unemployment rate in 2008 to measure a state's fiscal stress. Summary 

statistics for the explanatory variables are presented below in Table 2.4.  
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Table 2.4 Descriptive Statistics 

 

Variables  N          Mean     Std. Dev      Min          Max 

Level 1 Independent Variables 

Public Entrepreneurs 
   Civic Entrepreneur 

   Elected Entrepreneur 

   Bureaucratic Entrepreneur 

Organized Interests Group Support 
   Business Groups 

   Environmental Groups 

   Civic Interest Groups 

Need or Problem Severity  
    Public Awareness 

    Population Density 

City Capacity 

    Separated Sustainability Office 

    City Utilities 

Control Variables 

Political Institutions 
    Form of Government 

Community Characteristics 

     Population 

     Race 

     Income 

      

Level 2 Independent Variables 

Climate Change Advisory Groups 

Climate Actions 

GHG Report 

Control Variables 

Fiscal Stress 

 

 

451          0.45          0.50         0.00            1.00        

559          0.40          0.49         0.00            1.00        

453          0.64          0.48         0.00            1.00        

    

 475       10.55          1.99         3.00           15.00        

 519         4.34          0.95         1.00             5.00        

 508         7.54          1.28         2.00            10.00        

 

551          2.52          0.83         1.00              4.00        

559    3511.52    2999.99     365.93       26403.01       

     

474          2.16          2.27          0.00              8.00       

473          0.11          0.32          0.00              1.00       

     

 

557           0.63          0.48          0.00             1.00       

     

559    99178.24 387326.11   3856.00  8008278.00        

559            0.70           0.21         0.03             0.98       

559    46977.72   16869.05  14717.00  139895.00       

 

 

36             0.72            0.45          0.00           1.00       

36           17.42            6.07          4.00         26.00       

36             2.17            0.94          0.00           3.00       

 

36             6.49            1.66          3.20         10.20       

 

2.4.2. Method of Analysis 

 

Multiple cities are nested within each state thus state-level climate policy and institutional 

arrangements has an impact on both policy adoptions and building coalitions at the city level. 

There are both theoretical and statistical reasons for using Hierarchical Linear Modeling (HLM) 

to analyze nested data like local programs and policies nested within each state.  First, 
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hierarchical linear modelling provides a solution to the question of what factors account for city 

decisions nested within state governments by allowing the inclusion of predictors at different 

levels into a single comprehensive model (Steenbergen and Jones 2002).  Outcomes at level 1 are 

not independent from each other, but rather dependent on the contextual units from which they 

are drawn. In the local government context, this means that city decisions vary both within and 

between states. Not taking into account similar policies, characteristics and institutions by cities 

within states, results in misestimated standard errors and inflated Type I errors (Raudenbush and 

Bryk 2002).  

Second, city level predictors might interact with state level predictors to shape the 

decisions of policy adoptions and coalition-building.  This problem is known in the political 

science literature as causal heterogeneity (Western 1998), describing the possibility of cross-

level interactions and, in this case, the variation of coefficients of city-level predictors as a 

function of state-characteristics.  In other words, unlike single level analyses that assume the 

same causal effect of city-level predictors for all states under study, hierarchical analysis models 

cross-state variation in political institutions interacting with state level predictors as constraints 

of policy choices.   

Third, single-level analysis of hierarchical data frequently suffers from aggregation bias 

as a result of combining data at a higher level of analysis and ignoring that a variable may have 

different meanings and effects at different levels (Raudenbush and Bryk 2002).  Hierarchical 

linear modeling takes into account the separate effects of similar variables by including the 

observed relationships between variables into separate level-1 and level-2 components 

(Raudenbush and Bryk 2002: 100). 

This essay examines both binary and count outcomes so I employ nonlinear model. The 

linear model will not have a good fit because the residuals will not be normal and will not show 

equal variances at level 1. Policy adoption index is not normally distributed so I use the 

hierarchical generalized linear model. The Possion model (model 2 in following table 2-5) 

predicting the likelihood of policy adoption is represented by the following structural equations: 

 

Level-1 Model: Structural Equation 

ŋij = log[L] = B0 + B1*(MCPA) + B2*(ICLEI-USA) + B3*(CIVIC ENTREPRENEUR) + 

B4*(BUREAUCRATIC ENTREPRENEUR) + B5*(ELECTED ENTREPRENEUR) + 
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B6*(BUSINESS GROUPS) + B7*(ENVIRONMENTAL GROUP) + B8*(CIVIC INTEREST 

GROUPS) + B9*(PROBLEM SEVERITY) + B10*(LN_POPULATION DENSITY) + 

B11*(SEPARATE ENTERGY OFFICE) + B12*(CITY UTILITY) + B13*(COUNCIL-MANAGER 

FOM OF GOVERNMENT) + B14*(IN_POPULATION) + B15*(NON-HISPANIC WHITE) + 

B16*(LN_INCOM)  

 

Level-2 Model 

B0 = G00 + G01*(CLIMATE ACTIONS) + G02*(CLIMATE CHANGE ADVISORY 

GROUPS) + G03*(GHG REPORTS) + G04*(UNEMPLOYMENT) + U0 

B1 = G10  

B2 = G20  

B3 = G30  

B4 = G40  

B5 = G50  

B6 = G60  

B7 = G70  

B8 = G80  

B9 = G90  

B10 = G100  

B11 = G110  

B12 = G120  

B13 = G130  

B14 = G140  

B15 = G150  

B16 = G160  

B13 = G130  

B14 = G140  

 

Bernoulli model (model4-5 in the following table 2-6) predicting the likelihood of cities 

participating in the ICLEI-USA and MCPA are represented by the following structural equations: 
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Level-1 Model: Structural Equation 

ŋij = B0 + B1*(CIVIC ENTREPRENEUR) + B2*(BUREAUCRATIC ENTREPRENEUR) 

+ B3*(ELECTED ENTREPRENEUR) + B4*(BUSINESS GROUPS) + B5*(ENVIRONMENTAL 

GROUP) + B6*(CIVIC INTEREST GROUPS) + B7*(PROBLEM SEVERITY) + 

B8*(LN_POPULATION DENSITY) + B9*(SEPARATE ENTERGY OFFICE) + B10*(CITY 

UTILITY) + B11*(COUNCIL-MANAGER FOM OF GOVERNMENT) + 

B12*(IN_POPULATION) + B13*(NON-HISPANIC WHITE) + B14*(LN_INCOM)  

 

Level-2 Model: Structural Equation 

B0 = G00 + G01*(CLIMATE ACTIONS) + G02*(CLIMATE CHANGE ADVISORY 

GROUPS) + G03*(GHG REPORTS) + G04*(UNEMPLOYMENT) + U0 

B1 = G10  

B2 = G20  

B3 = G30  

B4 = G40  

B5 = G50  

B6 = G60  

B7 = G70  

B8 = G80  

B9 = G90  

B10 = G100  

B11 = G110  

B12 = G120  

B13 = G130  

B14 = G140 

2.5. Results and Discussion 

 

This paper examines how local climate actions are imbedded in the context of state level 

policies and the state political economy. The results of final Poisson model from HLM 

estimations of climate change policy adoptions are presented Table 2.5.    
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Table 2.5 Impact of State and City Characteristics on City's Decision to Adopt Local 

Climate Protection Policies and Programs 

 

 

Predictor Variable 

    Model 1                                      Model 2                       

   City Level                                   City & State Level           

   Coeff.      S.E.                             Coeff.        S.E.        

Level 1 Independent Variables 

Public Entrepreneurs 

   Civic Entrepreneur 

   Elected Entrepreneur 

   Bureaucratic Entrepreneur 

Organized Interests Group Support 

   Business Groups 

   Environmental Groups 

   Civic Interest Groups 

Need or Problem Severity  

    Public Awareness 

    Population Density 

City Capacity 

    Separated Sustainability Office 

    City Utilities 

Control Variables 

Political Institutions 

    Form of Government 

Community Characteristics 

     Population 

     Race 

     Income 

Climate Protection Network  

     MCPA 

     ICLEI-USA    

 

Level 2 Independent Variables 

Climate Change Advisory Groups 

Climate Actions 

GHG Report 

Fiscal Stress 

 

Model Characteristics 

Reliability 

Final Variance Component 

Deviance (Parameters) 

 

 

   0.01         0.06                              0.01          0.06  

   0.07*       0.04                              0.07**      0.04 

  -0.01         0.10                            -0.01          0.10 

 

   0.02          0.02                             0.02          0.02                  

  -0.06**     0.02                            -0.06**      0.02    

  -0.07**     0.03                            -0.07**      0.03                  

 

    0.02         0.04                             0.01          0.04                  

    0.04         0.05                             0.04          0.05    

 

   -0.01         0.01                            -0.01          0.01  

   -0.03         0.12                            -0.02          0.12                  

 

    0.07          0.06                            0.07          0.06                  

         

    0.15***    0.03                            0.15***    0.02       

   -0.09          0.14                          -0.09          0.14  

    0.38***    0.07                           0.37***     0.06  

 

    0.05          0.07                          -0.59           0.07 

   -0.14         0.10                           -0.14           0.10 

                                                          

                                                         

                                                      -0.20            0.14         

                                                       0.01*          0.01         

                                                       0.02            0.07          

                                                      -0.01            0.02      

 

    0.650                                         0.676 

    0.042                                         0.049 

    0.205(35)                                  0.221(31) 

* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01 (two-tailed) Coefficients are Unstandardized 

coefficients with standard errors 
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Level-1 n=674, Level-2 n=50 

Note: Continuous variables are grand centered, dichotomous variables are uncentered; 

population average models outcome are shown; full maximum likelihood used. 

 

I explore how the emergence of various types of local entrepreneurial actors within cities 

and how they influence coalition-building through membership in ICLEI-USA and USMCPA 

and policy adoption efforts for solving GHG emission problems. The dependent variable in table 

5 is an additive count of the number of sustainability policies enacted by a city ranging from 0 to 

31.  Public Entrepreneurship and state policy make a difference in local sustainability.  Several 

significant findings are revealed in Table 5. The results of city-level variables provide support for 

the stated public entrepreneur hypothesis.  As expected, having public entrepreneurs appear to be 

significant motivations for the adoption of local climate change policies.  This is especially the 

case for elected policy entrepreneurs.   By emphasizing on local constituency benefits, they play 

a significant role for local climate protection innovation.   Several case studies emphasize the 

entrepreneurship as key factors. For example, they describe how mayoral leadership mobilizes 

business and community support for sustainability. However they are not subjected to 

comparative analysis. By separating out the influence of the three distinct types of 

entrepreneurship, I identify that elected entrepreneur influences climate policy choices. Both 

civic and bureaucratic entrepreneurs do not exert as significant impact but the sign is reverse: 

civic leaders have a positive sign while administrators have a negative. 

There is no evidence that density is related to the adoption of local climate change 

policies. Larger populations and higher level of income are significant enabling resources. 

Unexpected results include the negative signs related to higher levels of both civic interest 

(Neighborhood and Home Association) and environmental group supports for the adoption of 

local climate change policies. Organized business group support is positive but not related to the 

adoption of local climate change policies. Neither the ICLEI-USA nor MCPA membership 

related to the propensity of cities to adopt climate protection policies. These are unexpected 

results. I attempt to show separately what factors account for the participation of the ICLEI-USA 

and MCPA.  

There are several findings at the state-level. The presence of the state-level climate action 

plans encourages local policy adoption (Krause 2010; Feiock and West 1993; Shipan and Volden 
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2006) but it is not strongly significant to support the nested impact of state policies. In the case 

of climate change advisory boards I find that cities adopt in fewer climate actions where the state 

has an advisory commission. The negative signs, however, are unexpected results. This suggests 

that these maybe substitutes.  Where cities have access to key actors, information and best 

practice through these state groups, they may have less need to adopt climate action programs or 

agreements. 

The results of Poisson model predicting the likelihood of cities participating in four 

climate protection networks is presented in the first column of Table 2.6. And the final Bernoulli 

models predicting the likelihood of cities participating in the ICLEI-USA and U.S. MCPA are 

presented in the following second and third columns. 

 

Table 2.6 Impact of State and City Characteristics on City's Decision to Participate 

Climate Protection Networks, ICLEI-USA and MCPA 

 

 

Predictor Variable 

      Model 3             Model 4                     Model 5 

 Four Networks      ICLEI-USA              MCPA 

 Coeff.    S.E.           Coeff.      S.E.           Coeff.     S.E. 

Level 1 Independent Variables 

Public Entrepreneurs 

   Civic Entrepreneur 

   Elected Entrepreneur 

   Bureaucratic Entrepreneur 

Organized Interests Group Support 

   Business Groups 

   Environmental Groups 

   Civic Groups 

Need or Problem Severity  

    Public Awareness 

    Population Density 

City Capacity 
    Separated Sustainability Office 

    City Utilities 

Control Variables 

Political Institutions 
    Council-Manager Form 

 

 

  0.74*** 0.16           1.01***   0.26           0.91***  0.26              

  0.16*     0.13           0.33*       0.17           0.28**    0.16                

 -0.16       0.16           0.29         0.27           0.14        0.25                

  

  0.02       0.06           0.15         0.10           0.06        0.08                

 -0.19**   0.08         -0.28*       0.13          -0.14        0.13    

  0.14*     0.09           0.14         0.13           0.10        0.13                

 

  0.36*** 0.12           0.22         0.25           0.20        0.24                

  0.15*     0.10          -0.06         0.18           0.17       0.17    

 

  0.12***  0.02          0.23***   0.07           0.19*** 0.04                

 -0.08    0.17            -0.93**     0.38          -0.18        0.27              

 

  -0.16     0.20            0.14        0.34         -0.48**     0.24                
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Table 2.6 continued 

 

 

Predictor Variable 

      Model 3             Model 4                     Model 5 

 Four Networks      ICLEI-USA              MCPA 

 Coeff.    S.E.           Coeff.      S.E.           Coeff.     S.E. 

Community Characteristics   
     Population 

     Race 

     Income 

 

Level 2 Independent Variables 

Climate Change Advisory Groups 

Climate Actions 

GHG Report 

Fiscal Stress 

 

Model Characteristics 

Reliability 

Final Variance Component 

Deviance (Parameters) 

    

   0.10**  0.06           0.12          0.14        0.36***   0.12 

  -0.29      0.48         -0.38          0.40       -0.34         0.74 

   0.02      0.03           0.12          0.08        0.03         0.07 

    

 

   0.15       0.44          0.49          0.61        0.88         0.71                

   0.03*     0.02          0.11**      0.05      -0.01         0.05                

  -0.19      0.17         -0.70**      0.31      -0.06         0.28                

   0.04      0.07          -0.12         0.89        0.02         0.11      

 

 

   0.823                      0.182                      0.396 

   0.632                      0.255                      0.607 

   0.795(31)               0.505(31)                0.779(31)              

* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01 (two-tailed) Coefficients are unstandardized 

coefficients with standard errors 

Level-1 n=674, Level-2 n=50 

Note: Continuous variables are grand centered, dichotomous variables are uncentered; 

population average models outcome are shown; full maximum likelihood used. 

The results in Table 6 for network membership are largely consistent with those for 

program adoptions in Table 5.  The results of city-level variables again strongly support public 

entrepreneur hypotheses for the participation of ICLEI-USA and MCPA. As expected, having 

public entrepreneurs appear to be significant motivations for the participation of ICLEI-USA and 

MCPA.  The results indicate that civic and elected entrepreneurs play a significant role for the 

participation of ICLEI-USA and MCPA. This is especially the case for civic entrepreneurs who 

promote innovation from outside government.  They identify problems, shape policy debates and 

foster collective action to make solutions possible for local climate protection innovation 

(Waddock and Post 1991). They may build coalitions existing climate protection networks such 

as ICLEI-USA and MCPA for getting support to implement their ideas.  
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There are also several interesting results at the local level. Elected entrepreneurs play a 

more significant role in participating in U.S. MCPA rather than ICLEI. Council-manager form of 

government has a negative impact on participating in U.S. MCPA. Existing work does not 

differentiate types of entrepreneurs and does not link individualistic motivations to sustainability 

commitments. By differentiating them, my results confirm the empirical hypotheses that 

individualistic motivations and commitments make sustainability efforts (policy outcome) 

different. 

Having a separated energy office and a higher perception of problem severity also 

appears to be significant motivations for the participation of climate protection networks. Larger 

population and higher levels of civic group support are significant enabling resources. 

Unexpected results include the negative signs related to citizens with higher levels of 

environmental group supports and a city ownership of a municipal electric utility for the 

participation of ICLEI-USA and MCPA . The negative signs of the ownership of a municipal 

electric utility reconfirm Krause's (2010) results on MCPA membership. She interprets the result 

like this:  "municipally owned utilities are regularly exempt from state and federal regulations, 

including requirements for demand-side management (DSM) programs (Wilson et al. 2008) thus 

the city may already be cleaner." That means there is no significant incentive to join to both 

ICLEI  and MCPA.  Daley et al (2012) argue that city manager cities presumably do not identify 

with the MCPA like leaders of strong mayor cities do. Furthermore, this paper shows the 

different impacts of either type of city on the participation to ICLEI-USA and MCPA. As 

expected, city manager cities have a negative sign on the participation to MCPA. 

There are also several significant findings at the state-level. The actions of the state-level 

significantly influence the propensity of cities to adopt climate protection policies. A key policy 

implication of this finding is the snowball or pressure valve hypotheses, that policies adopted by 

one level of government increase the likelihood that other levels will adopt similar policies, 

receive empirical support. The results confirm that the presence of the state-level GHG reports 

and climate action plans encourage local policy adoption (Krause 2010; Feiock and West 1993; 

Shipan and Volden 2006). As Krause (2010) points out, mandates and incentive programs may 

have had a greater effect on local actions than do the more indirect climate action plans and GHG 

reduction goals. The negative signs, again, are unexpected results.  In the case of GHG reports I 

find that cities adopt in fewer climate actions where the state has mandate GHG report programs.  
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This suggests that these maybe substitutes.  Where cities have higher mandate climate protection 

programs, they may have less need to join additional membership organizations or climate 

agreements. 

 

2.6. CONCLUSION 

 

This chapter examines sustainability through the lens of the multilevel governance to 

investigate examine how local climate actions are imbedded in the context of state level policies 

and political economy.  In doing so it contributes the growing body of literature examining 

multi-scale multilevel governance for climate protection. It also explores how the emergence of 

various types of local entrepreneurial actors influences whether cities become membership in 

ICLEI and U.S. Conference of Mayors, Mayors Climate Protection Agreement (MCPA) climate 

networks as well as the scope of local policy adoption efforts for addressing GHG emission 

problems. 

An important finding is that state-level characteristics and climate-related policies have a 

significant effect on the likelihood that their cities are active in climate protection. The results of 

the multilevel model here suggest that significant state-by-state differences exist in the rate of 

city participation.  This has important implications for federalism and suggests that effective 

climate policy may require coordination of state and local action.    

While I was primarily searching for evidence of complimentary relationships between 

state and local actions there was also some evidence of substation effects in relation to policy 

adoption and local membership in national climate protection networks.   Cities were less 

dependent on the national networks in states that had established higher mandates and incentive 

programs. Cities also were less need to adopt the local climate protection programs in states that 

had established Advisory Committees.  This suggests that Advisory Committees provide access 

to information and best practices.  Because they generally include local groups and governments 

and local government associations they provide a network that cities can access, thus mitigating 

the need for other networks and local sustainability programs and policies. 

I also found strong support for the proposition that individual public entrepreneurs 

stimulate sustainability policy.  Previous work has not differentiated the various entrepreneurial 

actors involved in local sustainability.  The interesting finding uncovered here is that some 
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entrepreneurs exert strong influence and others do not.  In particular, civic entrepreneurs by civic 

minded citizens and elected policy entrepreneurs enhance local governments' sustainability 

efforts.  These effects are consistent across each of the dependent variables I examine.  On the 

other hand, the influence of bureaucratic policy entrepreneurs working in government is not 

significant whether I examine policy adoptions or any of the specific climate networks.  Taken 

together these finding advance our understanding of local sustainability and suggest that future 

work should address the role of public entrepreneurs and examine alternative policy strategies. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

FORMS OF GOVERNMENT AND CLIMATE CHANGE 

POLICIES IN U.S. CITIES 

 

In the 100 years since the creation of the International City Management Association, 

there has been intense practical and scholarly interest in identifying what difference, if any, 

council-manager government makes for local government policy decisions (Frederickson, 1989).  

Urban scholars and practitioners in the U.S. have argued that the council-manager form of 

government produces greater efficiency in local government policy and operations than the 

traditional mayor-council form of government.  The application of professional management 

skills to the administration of personnel, management of public funds, and implementation of 

programs is presumed to produce differences in policy and programs for cities with council-

manager government (Ruhil 2003; Clingermayer and Feiock 2001; Sharp 1986; Dye 1991; 

1967).   

Policy differences linked to professional city management are part of the conventional 

wisdom within the city management profession, but are less apparent to outsiders. Over the last 

30 years, empirical studies have not convincingly demonstrated direct impacts on local 

government programs and fiscal policies (Ruhil 2003; Hayes and Chang 1990). Instead, existing 

research often reports indirect or mediating effects (Lineberry and Fowler 1967; Sharp 1986; 

Lubell et al. 2005; 2009; 2009b) but not direct effects.  

 This essay focuses on how form of government and community factors together shape 

local government climate change mitigation efforts.  I argue that energy and climate protection 

efforts provide an ideal policy arena to investigate the policy impacts of council-manager versus 

mayor-council government.  This results because, in the one case, these programs can be targeted 

to promote energy efficiency in governmental operations, thereby aligning with the career 

incentives of professional managers, while in the other, they can be targeted to residences and 

business in the community, a strategy in alignment with the incentives of elected mayors.  
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3.1. Climate Policies in U.S. Cities 

 

In the U.S. as in much of Europe, cities, rather than the national government, have taken 

the lead role in promoting sustainability and reducing greenhouse gas emissions.  With failed 

climate bills littering the halls of the U.S. Congress and many state legislatures,  a growing 

number of scholars have directed their attention to local governments’ response to climate 

change (Portney 2003; Portney and Berry 2010; Lubell, Feiock, and Handy 2009; Krause  2010; 

Feiock and Bae 2011; Sharp, Daley and Lynch 2011; Daley, Sharp and Bae 2012).    

Urban areas are significant contributors to climate change and are also particularly 

vulnerable to its effects. By some estimates, more than three-fourths of global carbon emissions 

come from urban areas (Satterthwaite 2008; Stern 2007).  Local governments are uniquely 

positioned to address a range of activities that directly contribute to climate change, from land 

use to electric consumption.  Municipal governments have tools to directly address energy 

efficiency, conservation and carbon emissions through their well-established role in regulation 

and service delivery. Despite the dramatically increased reliance on local governments to handle 

energy and climate issues, we know little about what factors account for local adoption of 

sustainability programs.  

This research begins to fill this lacuna by addressing three questions: What factors 

explain variation in the adoption and policy commitment of cities to climate protection? How are 

actions directed to sustainability in governmental operations different than actions directed to 

climate sustainability in the larger community?  How does the form of municipal government 

influence the extent to which cities promote sustainability both in government operations and in 

the larger community?  

In answering these questions, I use the lens of the political market in order to differentiate 

sustainability efforts directed to local government operations from those directed to the 

community at large as the outcomes of an exchange between government policy suppliers and 

interest group policy demanders (Lubell et al. 2005). On the demand side, community 

preferences, the mobilization of business and environmental group support and demographic 

changes signal constituency policy demands for governmental sustainability actions.  On the 

supply side, the structure and organization of government and local institutions determine the 

benefits to public decision makers of different programs and strategies and their associated 
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transaction costs of pursuing them (Lubell, Feiock and Handy 2009; Ramirez de la Cruz, 2009; 

Sharp, Daley and Lynch 2010). 

 

3.2. Targeting Governmental vs. Community for Sustainability Policy 

 

Sustainability has emerged as an important issue at all levels of government, and cities 

are no exception. The concept of sustainability has proven difficult to define; it has become a 

buzz word producing an ever-expanding list of meanings (Zeemering 2009; Portney 2003).  A 

diverse array of tools has been adopted in pursuit of sustainability objectives, but extant research 

treats them monolithically, rather than differentiating specific impacts on existing programs and 

constituencies.   

Previous studies have examined whether programs are targeted to specific policy by 

sectors (i.e. building, transportation, energy) and whether they rely on specific policy instruments 

(i.e. regulation, information, rebates, tax incentives). For instance, Krause notes that any GHG-

reducing policy in a municipality can undertake has three dimensions: an emissions sector, a 

target population and a policy instrument (Krause 2011b: 52). However the choice to target 

programs to city government operations or business and residents in the community has not been 

isolated in comparative analysis.   

Climate policies may be directed to in-house governmental operations in order to increase 

energy efficiency and reduce emissions of local government facilities, transportation and 

operations.  Alternatively, they can be directed outward to promote or restrict actions of non-

governmental actors in the larger community.  There is substantial variation in the approach 

taken by municipal governments (Feiock and Bae 2011; Francis and Feiock 2010).  These 

differences may reflect differences in the economic and political benefits, and thus the interested 

stakeholders across these two sectors.  

I argue that the choice to target programs to government or the community is an 

important policy dimension. Green building programs can be applied to government by requiring 

compliance with energy efficiency standards or certification for public buildings.  They can also 

be applied in the broader community by requiring or providing incentives for energy efficiency 

in permitted new development.  In several ways, programs targeted to government are easier in 
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that the programs are under the direct control and authority of local government managers and 

are more easily implemented and monitored.    

The benefits of governmentally targeted programs are more collective.  Efficiencies that 

significantly reduce energy costs for city government are shared by taxpayers.  On the other 

hand, community programs produce wider co-benefits from cost savings for those that 

participate in them. However, they are likely to spillover across political boundaries, adding 

more complex hurdles to pursuing those programs targeting the broader community (Daley et al 

2012).  Often it is high SES individuals and neighborhoods that capture most of the gain (Powers 

Swann and Lee 1992).  Additionally eligibility requirements for community programs can be 

design to subsidize low income residents to other groups and constituencies in the community.     

The importance of the distinction between city and community targeted programs is 

reinforced through interviews with local administrators and elected officials in several 

metropolitan areas reveal that when identifying their jurisdiction’s sustainability policy, city 

managers often first describe efforts to reduce energy use in governmental operations, but 

mayors describe efforts to reduce energy consumption and GHG emissions in the community at 

large (Terman and Feiock 2012).  

In addition, previous studies that construct additive indices of overall sustainability may 

not adequately capture how community preferences and the incentives of governmental decision-

makers influence the types of sustainability actions undertaken, and the choices among 

sustainability policy tools. Differentiating sustainability efforts directed to local government 

operations from those directed to the community at large allows more direct investigation of  

policy commitments of local governments for environmental and energy sustainability that are 

shaped by  institutional incentives.   

Political institutions structure these exchange relationships and the distribution of policy 

benefits across different types of interest groups and polices (Lubell et al 2005; 2009; 2009b). 

The following section provides a theoretical framework to examine both sustainability policies 

directed to local government operations and those directed to behavior in the wider community 

in order to identify how forms of government influence on these choices. 
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3.3. Form of Government: Motivations, Incentives and Constraints  

 

Local government structure in the U.S. reflect a configuration of institutional provisions 

of municipal charters as has been emphasized in recent scholarship (Frederickson et al. 2001; 

Svara and Nelson 2008; Carr and Karuppusamy 2009; Karuppusamy and Carr 2011).  

Nevertheless form of government has traditionally been thought to be more fundamental to 

municipal structure than other charter provisions (Kemp 1999).  The form of government – 

typically either elected mayor-council structure with an elected mayor as a chief executive or a 

council-manager structure in which a professional manager hired by the elected council - is the 

platform upon which the other institutional components are built (see Svara and Nelson 2008). 

City government at the end of the nineteenth century was distinguished by an elected 

mayor system (Schiesl 1977).  The progressive reform movement linked mayor council systems 

to inefficiency and corruption. Progressives advocated “nonpolitical, essentially technical 

organization and management” (Knott and Miller 1987).  A professional administrator was to be 

hired by the council to conduct the daily executive decisions to operate the city (Karnig and 

Welch 1980; Ruhil et al. 1999; Bridges 1997).   Mayor/council cities are based on the separation 

of powers model of the US federal government and the form divides political authority between 

executive (mayor) and legislative (council) branches of city government. Council-manager 

governments, in contrast, consolidate political power in a single branch and the city council 

collectively hires a professional administrator to manage city operations.    

Fredrickson et al. (2001) details how, over time, communities have been incrementally 

adapted their charter provisions to existing conditions (Frederickson et al 2001).  Nevertheless, 

the mayor-council versus council-manager platform suggests fundamental differences in the 

motivations and incentives of local executives.  Karuppusamy and Carr (2011) argue that the 

distinction indicated by the two forms is the extent to which the institutional structure of the 

government fragments or consolidates political authority. Because their career goals depend on 

support from political constituencies, elected mayors will at times have a strong incentive to 

pursue short term political gain in their policy choices (Frant 1993; 1996; Feiock, Jeong and 

Kim, 2003; Zhang and Feiock 2009).    

Schneider and Teske (1992; 1993a; 1993b; 1994) found that, depending on the electoral 

constituencies in the community, mayor council government could predictably predict the 
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emergence of both pro-growth and anti-growth entrepreneurs.  Clingermayer and Feiock (2001) 

describe directly elected executives as full time politicians attuned to political credit claiming 

opportunities; thus having incentives to become entrepreneurs, cultivating political support 

among local residents and businesses. Elected executives may be especially sensitive to how 

governmental programs influence electoral support.  Thus, mayors are cast as more supportive of 

environmental constituencies and less concerned with operational efficiency in government 

(Clingermayer and Feiock 2001; Lubell et al. 2005). 

Appointed managers in council-manager systems have a stronger interest in efficiency 

and innovation in government operations (Zhang and Feiock 2009; Kearney, Feldman, and 

Scavo 2000; Schneider and Teske 1992).  There are examples of efficiency oriented or in-house 

focused mayors for urban sustainability.  Mayor Stephen Goldsmith brings "Better, Faster and 

Cheaper (BFC)" citywide approach to New York City by clarifying the public purpose of every 

program and activity (www.mdgfoa.org). Mayor Greg Nickels launched a Green Building Task 

Force to provide guidance to improve energy efficiency of residential and commercial buildings 

(www.seattle.gov). Although there are numerous mayors have focused their attention on 

efficiency-improving initiatives, managers’ career interests and professional norms are generally 

more aligned with the promotion of efficiency making them receptive to policies that might 

reduce operational costs in the public sector? 

 Despite the general acceptance of this conventional wisdom, empirical evidence to 

support the predicted differences in policy is hard to come by.   Most quantitative analysis 

reports have found no direct effect of form of government on expenditures or policy after 

controlling for community characteristics.  Instead, the effect of local institutions has been 

indirect, working to amplify or reduce supplier or demander preferences. Thus the role of 

institutions acts more on moderate supply and demand influences rather than directly influencing 

policy decisions (Lubell et al. 2009).  

What accounts for this disconnection between practitioner experience and empirical 

findings?  One possibility is that the measures of policy used as dependent variables in this 

research – typically based on budgetary/fiscal outcomes of cities do not clearly align with the 

efficiency vs. constituency responsiveness motivations that are presumed to underlie these 

differences.  In contrast, the governmental vs. community strategies for the promotion of 

sustainability described in the previous section map more closely to these motivations (Francis 
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and Feiock 2010; Feiock and Bae 2011).  Thus, city sustainability programs provide an excellent 

laboratory to investigate the direct policy impacts of different form of government.  City efforts 

to promote energy efficiency provide opportunities for managers institute internal management 

reforms and to guide city councils on these issues based on their expertise in governmental 

operations.  

I anticipate that differences in municipal government structure will translate into support 

for support efficiency enhancements over constituency service in the targeting of public program 

under council manager governments and support for targeting community constituencies over 

internal efficiency under mayor council government.  Applying this proposition to the two 

categories of sustainability policy, we hypothesize that council manager government will support 

targeting sustainability efforts to internal government operations, and oppose targeting 

sustainability efforts to the promoting energy efficiency in the larger community.  To test these 

hypotheses we apply the political market approach (Feiock 2006).   

Energy and climate policies are modeled as the outcome of an exchange between 

government policy suppliers and the community and group policy demanders. On the demand 

side, community preferences are shaped by issue salience, population characteristics, and the 

mobilization of business and environmental group support for sustainability.  On the supply side, 

the structure and organization of government and local institutions determines the benefits to 

public decision makers of different programs and strategies, and the transaction costs of pursuing 

them (Lubell, Feiock and Handy 2009; Ramirez de la Cruz, 2009; Sharp, Daley and Lynch 

2010). 

Based on the forgoing discussion, the professional socialization of city managers and the 

career incentives they bring to the council-manager form of government are hypothesized to 

produce a bias favoring the targeting of sustainability efforts to governmental operations and 

resisting efforts to direct these resources to the external community.. In addition to forms of 

government, the internal organization of sustainability functions, intergovernmental competition, 

fiscal resources and conflicting budget priorities are anticipated to shape governmental officials' 

supply function for programs targeted to government operations versus the community at large.   

Central cities in metropolitan areas are expected to be active in energy climate actions because of 

their advantaged position in the metropolitan public goods market (Bickers et al. 2010).  I also 

expect the presence of a sustainability office will promote energy and climate action both within 
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and outside government.  The decisions of governmental suppliers are shaped by available fiscal 

resources and their competing policy priorities (Horn 2005).   

On the demand side both the preference of constituents and organized interest groups can 

be important.  Support for environmental conservation and sustainability has been consistently 

linked to population characteristics such as population size and density, higher socio-economic 

status, and racial homogeneity (non-Hispanic white). With regard to organized interests, support 

from business and environmental groups is particularly salient (Lubell et al. 2005; 2009).  The 

exchange relationships between governmental suppliers and policy demands are reflected in the 

scope of energy and climate action targeted to governmental operations on one hand and 

community at large on the other. 

  

3. 4. Data and Methods 

 

The empirical tests utilize multiple data sources. The dependent variables and several 

independent variables are derived from a mixed-media national survey of cities with populations 

over 20,000 residents. The sample frame of 1,180 municipalities included all 680 cities with 

populations over 50,000 and a random sample of 500 cities with populations between 20 and 50 

thousand residents. The survey was conducted in the fall of 2010 and spring of 2011 with an 

initial web based survey followed by three waves of a mailed survey.  

City managers and Chief Administrative Officers (CAO) were the initial contacts for the 

survey. A 57.5% response rate was obtained with 679 returned surveys. Demographic data at the 

municipal level is obtained from U.S. Census Bureau sources, 2000 and 2007. Institutional and 

structural data for local governments comes from various volumes of the International City 

Management Association (ICMA) Municipal Yearbook, the 2006 Form of Government Survey 

and the U.S. Census.  

The dependent variables are based on counts of the number of specific energy/climate 

issues the each respondent jurisdiction “officially addresses through regulation or policies as it 

related to government facilities and the community at large”   The questionnaire asked 

respondent about the following 13 items:  green buildings; retro-fitting existing buildings for 

energy efficiency; alternative transportation systems; technology innovation/demonstration 

projects; energy efficient devices (appliances, lighting, etc.); energy efficiency systems (building 
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controls etc.); inventory of greenhouse gas emissions; renewable energy; smart grid/net 

metering; alternative fuels; incorporating energy use in land use decisions; providing information 

about efficiency to employees/residents.  For each item the respondent was asked to identify both 

whether the issues was addressed for government facilities and operations, and for the overall 

community.  Figure 3-1 reports the percentage of cities that each city addresses each of these 

issues for governmental facilities and for the community.   Generally, city’s address these issue 

more often in governmental operations. 

 

  

 

I also operationalize the supply and demand factors defined above.   On the supply side, I 

include indicators of local government structure and organization.  Form of municipal 

government structure is coded 1 for council-manager, and 0 for mayor council or other structure.  

Because city managers are presumed to be efficiency oriented, I expect council manager 

government to be related to sustainability in governmental operations more than in the 

community.   Administrative organization for energy and climate policy is measured as a dummy 

variable indicator of whether or not the city has an office for sustainability. Separate 

sustainability offices are anticipated to increase adoption of climate innovation in both 
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government and the community. Advancing energy priorities may be difficult in cities where a 

central department is not responsible for developing, articulating, and implementing plans. 

Central cities' position in local markets for public goods is likely to support sustainability 

efforts generally.   The central city in a metropolitan area is positioned to respond to competition 

from surrounding jurisdictions by availing itself of opportunities for collaboration and policy 

learning to enhance climate innovation. In addition, survey tabulations of obstacles to 

sustainability allow us to measure the degree to which costs/lack of funds and competing budget 

priorities are barriers to energy and climate action.  Table 3.1 reports variable descriptions for the 

dependent variables as well as the demand and supply side factors included in the analysis. 

 

Table 3.1 Variable Descriptions 

 

Dependent Variables Description 

Governmental Sustainability Count of sustainability policy tools 

targeted to governmental operations 

Community Sustainability Count of sustainability policy tools 

targeted to the community at-large 

Independent Variables  

    Supply-Side Factors  

Council-Manager Government Dichotomous variable: 1 if the city has 

a council-manager form of government and 0 

if the city has a mayor form of government 

Separate Sustainability Office Dichotomous variable: 1 If the city has 

a separate sustainability office and 0 if not 

Lacks of Funds The 5-point Likert scale (from 1=not 

an obstacle to 5=substantial obstacle) 

Conflict with Other Budget Priorities The 5-point Likert scale (from 1=not 

an obstacle to 5=substantial obstacle) 

Central City Dichotomous variable: 1 If the city is 

central and 0 if not 
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Table 3.1 continued  

  

Dependent Variables Description 

 Demand-Side Factors  

Public Support The 5-point Likert scale (from 

1=strongly oppose to 5=strongly support) 

Business Group Support The 5-point Likert scale (from 

1=strongly oppose to 5=strongly support) 

Environmental Group Support  The 5-point Likert scale (from 

1=strongly oppose to 5=strongly support) 

Personal Income Per Capita Personal Income 1999 

Population Total City Population in 2000 

Population Density Population per square mile in 2000 

Non Hispanic White Total Non Hispanic White Population 

in 2000 

Sustainability Issue Salience The 4-point Likert scale (from 1=not 

very important to 4=very important) 

 

Next, I attempt to capture demand side measures of issue salience and preferences related 

to sustainability, including measures of population and density as well as racial heterogeneity 

(proportion of population non-Hispanic white) and per-capita personal income.  These 

community characteristics have been linked to environmental protection in previous research 

(Lubell et al. 2005).  In addition, support for sustainability goals by several key stakeholders was 

collected with the survey.   The levels of  opposition or support from these  groups is measured 

on a five point scale ranging from strongly opposed to strongly supportive for the general public, 

the chamber of commerce and environmental organizations.  The survey question measures 

“group support or opposition to energy conservation and climate protection efforts.”  I expect 

citizens to be an important factor in both community and governmental models. I also expect 

community and group support to positively influence sustainability efforts in both sectors, and 

that the influence of environmental groups may be greater for actions directed to the community. 
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Table 3.2 reports descriptive statistics for the dependent variables as well as the demand and 

supply side factors included in the analysis. 

 

Table 3.2 Descriptive Statistics 

 

 

Variables Mean        Std. Dev.        Min          Max 

Governmental Operation 6.271          3.880               0               18 

Community At-Large Operation 3.638           3.318              0               13 

Council-Manager Government .623             .485              0                1 

Separate Sustainability Office .252             .435              0                1 

Lacks of Funds 3.845           1.137              1                5 

Conflict with Other Budget Priorities 3.252           1.200              1                5 

Central City .348             .477              0                1 

Public Support 3.877              .758             1                5 

Business Group Support 3.779              .799             1                5 

Environmental Group Support  4.315              .965             1                5 

Per Capita Personal Income 22842.26     8357.996      9462         77092  

Population 99342.87    357675.1       3856         8008278 

Density 3266.631    2814.435       11.3047   26403.01 

Non Hispanic White 55616.39    128663.1       908            2801995 

Issue Salience 2.492              .819             1                4 

 

3.5. Results and Findings 

 

Table 3 below reports the results from the estimation of Poisson event count regression 

models for the number of sustainability tools applied to both governmental operations and to 

business and residences in the larger community.   Poisson regression is used to estimate the 

equations because the outcome variables, (the number of sustainability issues addressed), are 

event counts with a skewed distribution (King 1988).  No evidence of over-dispersion was 

observed. The results provide support for our political market explanation and for a number of 

the specific hypotheses.     
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Table 3.3 Poisson Regression Estimates of Sustainability Policy Tool Adoptions 

 

 

Independent Variables 

Governmental             Community 

Operation             At-Large Operation 

    Supply-Side Factors  

Council-Manager Government .089**                          -.105** 

Separate Sustainability Office .234***                         .124** 

Lacks of Funds -. 031                            -.013 

Conflict with Other Budget Priorities -.020                             -.069*** 

Central City . 047                               .004 

    Demand-Side Factors  

Public Support .039                                .102** 

Business Group Support .075***                          .113*** 

Environmental Group Support  .004                                -.000 

Per Capita Personal Income .083                                 .007 

Population .089*                               .063** 

Density .048*                               .047 

Non Hispanic White -.027                               -.062 

Issue Salience .137***                           .219*** 

Constant -.776                              -1.180 

Observations 

Log likelihood 

Regression R2            

479                                   477   

-1375.59***           -1281.71*** 

   .22                                  .17 

* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01 (two-tailed)  

 

The first result column in table 3 shows the results from Poisson estimation of the 

number of sustainability tools in governmental operations. The second column shows the 

estimation results for the number of sustainability tools directed to the community at large.  The 

results indicate that several factors positively influence the number of sustainability actions in 

both policy arenas, including the effect of a separate sustainability office, business group 
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support, population size, density and issue salience.  These relationships are each consistent with 

the political market explanation.  

More outstanding even are the points of divergence between sustainability efforts in 

government and the community.   Consistent with my expectations, I find strong support for the 

key supply side factor, the form of municipal government.  Form of government significantly 

influences the targeting of sustainability policies and programs.   It is not simply the magnitude 

of the effect that is different but the sign actually reverses.  Council-manager government has a 

significant positive effect on the expected number of sustainability tools that are directed to 

governmental operations while it has a significant negative effect on community based efforts.  

In other words, managers are more likely to promote policies to reduce operational costs in the 

public sector and are less likely to accommodate community and interest group demands than 

mayors.  The implications of these different effects are addressed in the discussion section that 

follows. 

Overall, the factors that explain sustainability in government operations are different than 

those that explain community directed efforts.  On the supply side, in addition to form of 

government, conflict with other budget priorities reduces the number of community directed 

efforts.  On the demand side, public support for sustainability influences community but not 

governmental programs, while the influence of population density is confined to governmental 

operations.   

 

3.6. Discussion 

 

This analysis extends the political market framework and confirms its utility for 

investigating local government policy decisions relating to sustainability.   Both supply and 

demand factors are important to the scope and target of local sustainability efforts.   On the 

supply side, I report clear policy differences linked to council-manager government.  In addition, 

having a separate energy office is related to more policy actions irrespective of government 

operations or the community. Nor  did central city location or lack of funds influences either 

approach to sustainability, but conflict over budget priorities substantially influences the number 

of sustainability tools used to address community issues.  
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On the demand side, problem severity as reflected by issue salience and population has   

positive relationships consistent with expectations and previous findings.  Public support 

influences sustainability in the community at large while business group support increases policy 

actions both in government and the community.   Where business was more supportive of 

sustainability, local governments directed more efforts to reducing carbon emissions in 

governmental as well as residences and commercial operations.   Where business is less 

supportive of sustainability goals, fewer policy efforts were reported.  The importance of 

business support to both community programs and governmental operations may reflect their 

direct stake in each of these arenas.  

Two of central findings- that form of government have different effects and different 

factors explaining sustainability in government and in the community operations - have 

potentially important implications for advancing the role of institutions within a political market 

approach to local policy, and for our understanding of local energy sustainability.   The existing 

literature combined together sustainability programs directed to government and the community 

rather than separated them.   The findings suggest that these are two fundamentally different 

approaches.  Different policy actors define sustainability in differing ways consistent with their 

particular backgrounds and socialization (Ramirez de la Cruz 209; Zeemering, 2009). The study 

of local level policy and program design needs to take into account the different perspectives and 

constituencies for actions across different policy arenas as they related to institutional incentives 

and the professional and political motivations of decision-makers. 

Finally, it has long been believed that council-manager governments with professionally 

trained public managers are more efficiency oriented and insulated from political pressure. 

Contrary to this conventional wisdom, confirmatory evidence has been limited and scarce.  

Previous research has emphasized the mediation effect rather than direct influence of structure on 

outcomes.  I report instead the significant direct evidence that council-manager government has a 

direct positive effect on sustainability directed to governmental operations and a negative effect 

on community based efforts. This result might have practical implications for efforts to bolster 

the rational for council manager government and responding to efforts to abandon this form of 

government in favor of the mayor-council form (Keene et al. 2007)  

Previous work demonstrates that political institutions structure these exchange 

relationships and the distribution of policy benefits across different interest groups and 
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constituencies (Lubell et al. 2009).   By differentiating between sustainability efforts directed to 

local government operations and those directed to the larger community, this research is able to 

test more directly the extent to which local policy commitments are shaped by institutional 

differences in government structure and consequent differences between elected officials and 

appointed administrators in the distribution of benefits.   This suggests that theories of local 

governments and political markets need to focus on the alignment of costs and benefits not just 

for policy demanders, but also for the actors directly responsible for formulation supplying 

public programs. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

REGIONAL NETWORK CENTRALITY AND LOCAL 

GOVERNMENT SUSTAINABILITY POLICY 

 

A number of scholars point to the irrationality of local climate policy because GHG 

reduction is a global common pool problem for which there is a universal incentive to free ride 

on the efforts of others (Ostrom 2010). How do cities pursue climate mitigation policies when 

the benefits must be shared?  In response, scholars have argued that there are substantial 

economic, social, public health, fiscal, and political co-benefits generated by climate protection 

that benefit individual cities (Krause 2010; Sharp et al 2010) .  The literature treats the benefits 

of sustainability and climate policy actions either as global or individual city specific.   

What is missing from this discussion is the role of regionalism in shaping the benefits and 

costs of sustainability actions. How does regionalism influence local sustainability actions?  

Regional collaboration can be critical to the cost and effectiveness of the sustainability programs 

a city enacts.  It can reduce the costs of production and the transaction costs of policy actions.  

Efficiencies can be realized in coordination with infrastructures and other investments.  

Information on best products and practices, and on vendors and contractors, enhances the 

benefits and reduces costs and uncertainties.  In addition, coordinating the timing or jointly 

purchasing technologies and equipment can produce substantial economies of scale.  Thus, many 

of the co-benefits of climate policy produce regional, but not global, spillover benefits or address 

regional negative externalities.  Examples include reduced congestion and commuting times, air 

pollution and improved water quality.   

This essay investigates how regional government networks, especially the structural 

configuration of network ties among local actors within metropolitan regions, influences the 

scope of sustainability actions individual local governments undertake. The institutional 

collective action framework has emerged as prominent explanation inter-organizational 

collaboration in the face of fragmented governmental authority. This approach has been applied 

to the formation and evolution of self-organizing policy networks in service delivery, economic 

development and sustainability (Feiock and Scholz 2010; Feiock 2007). Some research examines 

“interlocal networks” or “network participation” in local efforts to address climate change, but 
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these studies are limited in their applicability to regionalism because they only measure 

membership in national organizations such as ICLEI-USA or the U.S. Conference of Mayors 

Climate change agreement (Sharp, Daley and Lynch 2011; Krause 2011).   

The literature treats membership in national climate networks providing information and 

commitment to overcome local collective dilemmas and local barriers to sustainability, but offers 

little information on how they work at a local level and no evidence of exchange among local 

members.  Membership is the key explanatory variable in extant research but other local 

governments may or may not be members and may or may not interact with each other. Local 

networks on the other hand are active in many communities, promoting urban sustainability 

initiatives generally among their member governments.  There is a need to explore how regional 

networks operate at the local level and how measures of embeddedness influence policy choice. 

This essay examines how the position of city l actors within these regional networks influences 

their adoption of climate protections policies and programs.  

This paper begins to fill this lacuna in our understanding of regionalism and city climate 

policy by advancing an explanation for the scope of cities energy and climate sustainability 

policy based on the ego network structure of local governments as well as community and 

governmental characteristics. Building from previous research on urban sustainability, I examine 

three broad theoretical explanations advanced in the literature: political institutions, community 

and group preferences, problem severity or risk.  I add to this list the structure of cities policy 

network. 

 

4.1. Regionalism and Sustainability 

 

Common pool resources often result in tragedy of commons outcomes because 

individuals rationally decide more is better, but the resource becomes depleted and eventually 

cannot be sustained (Hardin 1968). Without changing the values that underlie how people relate 

with each other, and the decisions individuals choose, common pool resource simply cannot be 

sustained (Portney 2003). By the same token, negative externalities such as trans-boundary 

pollution impede the pursuit of regional sustainability.  Therefore, we need sustainability actions 

to be coordinated across city and county lines. These regionally-based actions also can improve 

the efficiencies of trans-boundary decisions in coordination jointly investing and producing 
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renewable energy sources by generating scale of economies and reducing the transaction cost of 

the sustainability programs a city enacts.   

The role of regional level communities is itself contentious.  For instance, many 

commentators argue that local governments are the wrong units to undertake efforts to promote 

sustainability and green house gas reduction.  The geographic scope of their authority is too 

small for their actions to have any meaningful environmental impact.  Yet, several case studies 

illustrate the potential for regional level green governance (Betsill 2001; Betsill & Bulkeley 

2006; Engel & Orbach 2008).   Betsill (2001) argues that localizing the global climate issue is a 

key to generating political support.  A number of studies highlight the “co-benefits of 

sustainability efforts for other policy such as pollution control and transportation (Kousky and 

Schneider 2003) or economic development (Feiock and Francis 2010). 

Regional organizations encompass urban metropolitan regions with multiple local 

government actors. These regional organizations seek to address the co-benefits to enhance 

positive externalities and provide potential institutional mechanisms to reduce negative 

externalities.  Regional organizations can include Councils of Governments (COGs), 

Metropolitan Planning Organizations (MPOs), Regional Partnership Organizations (RPOs), 

Special Districts (SDs) and Regional Planning Councils (RPCs) (Kwon 2008).  

COGs are "voluntary associations of elected public officials from most or all of the 

governments of a metropolitan area, formed to develop a consensus regarding metropolitan 

needs and actions to be taken in solving their problems" (in Wikstrom 1977, 16).  MPOs 

specifically coordinate regional transportation issues among local governments supported by 

federal funds (Weiner 1997).  RPOs pursue interlocal cooperation to include both 

intergovernmental and private representatives with specific policy goals (Olberding 2002). SDs 

are usually created by state government to provide a single service such as water supply, airports, 

sewerage, solid waste and electric power, etc.  

Particularly, 8 RPCs in Florida are unique multipurpose regional bodies that play critical 

roles to coordinate growth-related problems among local governments within their regional 

boundaries (flregionalcouncils.org). RPCs have a governing board which is composed of elected 

and appointed officials to represent their jurisdictions for coordination and consensus building 

among their member local governments (Kwon 2008). These regional organizations are now 
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more and more important to provide realistic policy solutions where individual jurisdictions 

engage in multiple policy relationships for local sustainability. 

 

4.2. Institutional Collective Action (ICA) Theory and Network Hypotheses 

 

Since the environmental movement emerged in the early 1970s centralized regulatory 

mechanisms have contributed to mitigating an environmental pollution across the nation. 

Command-and-control mechanisms still have a significant role for mitigating environmental 

negative externalities however they have a number of limitations (Mazmanian and Kraft 2009). 

Mainly, the transaction cost of centralized authorities is usually too high to manage so its cost is 

often beyond the capacity of federal agencies. Four types of transaction costs are associated with 

ICA in particular. The cost includes agency, enforcement, information and political costs to 

establish and implement them. The first is the obtaining information about other jurisdictions. 

The second are the agency costs that come from designating an agent to work with the other 

jurisdictions or new governing entity. The third is negotiation and division costs over how gains 

from the good are to be split up. And fourth, are the monitoring and enforcement costs necessary 

to ensure that no participant in the agreement reneges.  

Management failures and political costs of centralized environmental policies and 

programs have stimulated the transition to the local level climate action. Cities have primary 

authority for land use and zoning, the key policy tools for addressing climate problems at the 

local level, yet the fragmentation of municipal governments creates collective dilemmas. Local 

sustainability and green governance can be crafted to match the unique local circumstances of a 

community in as much as local action is adaptable. Sustainability efforts carried out through the 

actions of local governments can be implemented less bureaucratically and adjusted more 

quickly than action by higher levels of government. However decentralized authority for 

sustainability issues usually involve collective action problems because policy decisions by one 

city impose negative and positive externalities on other neighbor cities (Scholz et al.2005)  

For example, if a city wants to construct renewable electric generation facility near the 

boundary of a neighbor city, the neighbors objects to it operation in their (my) backyard 

(NIMBY) because of potential negative externalities may result.   Another example is that 

several cities in a region enforce carbon or pollution limitations to protect the environment may 
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expect their neighbor cities to do same thing in order to reduce negative externalities. A desire to 

address these first order dilemmas of regional climate action, create a second-order collective 

action dilemmas in creating and maintaining collective mechanisms, i.e. free-riding or defective 

decisions to neighbor cities, because of the absence of federal or state enforcement and 

regulations at the  local level. Local involvement is voluntary so cities may free ride or impose 

externalities.   

How does informal network embeddedness mitigate negative and enhance positive 

externalities? The importance of the role of networks in solving collective action dilemmas and 

reducing transaction costs is well established (Feiock and Scholz 2010). The structure of 

networks relationships such as various forms of centrality have been linked to the formation of 

networks and the choices of partners, but not to the policy decisions of actors embedded in those 

networks. This omission is both unfortunate and ironic in that the assumed motivations of the 

actors in these models is to secure information or commitment to improve decisions and reduce 

risks in adopting sustainability policies and programs. In other words, informal network 

embeddedness among actors provides possible potential functions for mitigating collective action 

dilemmas on these policies within the same region.  

Then how do these regional network embeddedness influence local sustainability policy 

adoption?  I focus on the neglected role of informal network relationships on the choices of 

policy instruments for sustainability policy.  As described above, local governments’ willingness 

to cooperate with their neighbors can be crucial to the success of regional climate strategies and 

initiatives. Informal relational networks among the local actors provide the bases for sharing of 

information and the enforcement of agreements (Feiock 2011; Feiock and Scholz 2010).  

 

4.2.1 Network Type and Reduction of Policy Ambiguity and Coordination Conflict     

 

Informal policy networks connecting local actors can provide broader information to 

reduce uncertainty for individual actors and to facilitate coordination among actors (Feiock and 

Scholz 2010).  A broad range of ties between actors permits the mobilization of a more diverse 

range of resource based on inter-organizational relationships (Granovetter 1973).  By spanning 

informal networks, a city gains useful information to fit the regional contexts and furthermore 

enlarge its capacities to choose policy tools with less ambiguity and risk. 
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4.2.2 Brokers and Stars:  Betweeness and Degree Centrality 

 

Building from these ideas, I examine network centrality for two network functions based 

on two ego network (broker and star) positions. Consistent with Chapter 2, I assume that 

entrepreneurial position is critical particularly at the timing of coupling policy innovation and 

diffusion. Specifically, I try to link these two network positions to policy ambiguity and conflict. 

If policy actors perceive high levels of policy ambiguity they may try to build weak tie networks 

to reduce information asymmetry and make more informed policy choices.   A broker position 

provides the city more precise knowledge about what is going on sustainability agendas in their 

region so they may be more informed in the adoption of those policy tools.  

If local actors face political conflict instead, they may seek a central position to avoid or 

reduce political risk, building ties with many actors.   A city with a higher degree centrality (star 

position) has more resource to mobilize money, people and information so they have more power 

to coordinate policy conflicts in the adoption and implementation of sustainability policy tools.  

Thus these informal relations can influence policy adoption and outcome of sustainability 

policies and programs (Seidman 1983; Rainey 2006). Networks could help to resolve policy 

ambiguity as well as to coordinate policy conflict, and the functions of weak and strong tie could 

provide solutions for resolving them. 

While much of the literature treats all local climate policies the same, Chapter 3 

demonstrated than programs targeted to in-house governmental operations have different 

constituencies than programs directed outward to promote or restrict actions of non-

governmental actors in the larger community.  This difference also has implications for 

sustainability networks and collaboration.  The performance of governmental programs is likely 

to be less dependent on the actions of other governments in the region than community policies. 

While government programs benefit from improved information on best practice and may be 

able to take advantage of scale economies through coordination, governmental operations are 

less likely to produce inter-jurisdictional externalities. Thus a coordinator position or broker 

function in regional network may be less relevant for sustainability policy directed to 

government operations than policy directed to the larger community. 
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Table 4.1 Expected Hypotheses: Network Functions and Policy Adoption  

 

Network Function Governmental Programs  Community Programs 

Broker Position 

(Betweenness Centrality) 

Weak Relationship 

0 

Reduce Ambiguity 

+ 

Coordinator (Star) Position 

(Degree Centrality) 

No Relationship 

0 

Reduce Conflict 

++ 

 

4.3. Types of Ego Network Centrality  

 

To be able to use network measure meaningfully, the researcher should know the nature 

of the relationships among actors. The centrality of a city in a network is measured in multiple 

ways such as degree, closeness and betweenness.  I argue that the central measures that best link 

to the network functions in Table 1 are degree centrality and betweenness centrality.   Often one 

or another measure is arbitrarily applied to measure “centrality,” however each measure different 

structural characteristics of the relationships of an actor (ego) with others. Thus each has 

somewhat different meaning in terms of collective action and decision making.  

 

4.3.1. Degree Centrality  

 

Bogrartti et al. (2002) describe degree centrality as an indicator of coordination power or 

the capacity to connect with others to enable action in a network (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 

2002).  Degree centrality measures to what extent an actor has connections to other actors. If the 

degree centralization measure is high, there is one central actor, or few central actors, in the 

network. The highest degree centralities measure degree of connectedness of an actor with other 

actors. Bonacich builds on this idea and argues that one’s centrality is an indicator of how many 

ties one has, as well as how many the ties the actors in alters had (Bonacich 1972).  

For instance, in Figure 4.1, city B in a small size network (the left-hand side of figure 1) 

and city G in a large network (the right-hand side of Figure 1) have the same degree centrality, 

but G is clearly the most central. Thus, in this analysis, degree centrality is measured by 

Bonacich’s approach which has been accepted as superior to a simple degree centrality measure. 

Bonacich explained that if ego has neighbors who do not have many ties to others, it makes ego 

more powerful.  He suggested negative values of the attenuation factor to measure power based 
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on this idea. I use positive beta values (attenuation factor) which indicate the effect of one’s 

neighbor’s connections on ego’s power (Bonacich 1972).  

Star cities may have more resource relate to sustainability policies so neighbor cities want 

to contact with them. Their resource can be money, knowledge or reputation. By connecting to 

star cities, neighbor cities give more power to them. Thus I assume that if a city has a central 

(star) position with central neighbor cities they can control communication and have more power 

to coordinate policy conflicts among actors.  This then reduces uncertainty in decision-making. 

 

    

 

Figure 4.1 Degree Centrality in Different Size of Networks 

 

4.3.2. Betweenness Centrality 

 

Betweenness measures to what extent certain actors serve as bridges to mediate relations 

between dyads or connect different parts of the network together (Freeman 1979). In Figure 2 in 

the left hand network, A will have a high betweeness because A occupies an intermediary 

position on the shortest paths connecting two cliques which all actors have direct ties with all 

other actors in two groups (C and D). In other words, A can control information flow between 

two cliques or A has a wider variety of information at his or her disposal. A will be able to utilize 

information access to broker control information flow, so betweenness centrality measures 

actor's positional resources. The analysis uses "flow betweenness” which is measured by the 

proportion of the entire flow between two cities, because cities may choose a broker from all of 

the pathways connecting them, rather than just geodesic paths. For instance, in the network 

 B 
 G 
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depicted on the right hand side of Figure 4.2, there is a possibility that B and F city may connect 

through I rather than A even though they know A is more efficient and shortest path. 

 

   

 

Figure 4.2 Betweenness Centrality 

 

The significance of these ties goes beyond the transmission of important information 

(Granovetter 1974). Weak ties that bridge between cities may knit fragmented structures together 

and permit organized action by members of a collectivity (Kilduff and Tsai 2003). Thus, these 

concepts enable us to understand how dyadic links between actors can contribute to the overall 

fragmentation or cohesiveness of regional networks or communities of organizations. If a city 

has a broker position with neighbor cities more information can be brought to bear in making 

strategic choices on policies with less policy ambiguity.  

 

4.4. Data and Method 

 

The analysis investigates how informal institutions matter for policy adoption for local 

sustainability. In addition, the property right literature suggests that policy will be linked to the 

nature of the problem, the resources and information available, and population size. The 

empirical analysis to test the hypotheses presented above is based upon a survey the 319 Florida 

cities with a population of 1000 or more residents.  Surveys were returned by 165 cities 

producing a response rate of 52. The survey gathers information agreements as well as the 

affiliation networks of local governments as indicated by the regional entities that local officials 

go to for information and advice. I use this survey to build an affiliation matrix that informs on 
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the pattern of participation with regional organizations in collaborative efforts for local 

sustainability.  

 

4.4.1. Data Construction: Regional Affiliation Networks 

 

An affiliation network, also called membership network, is a two mode network but non-

dyadic, consisting of a set of actors and a set of organizations (Faust 1997, Wasserman and Faust 

1994). Actors may be connected by their co-memberships in organizations so affiliation network 

analysis shows how actors and organizations are interrelated.  In this paper, I attempt to construct 

an affiliation network in two ways: a regional 2-mode affiliation network matrix and a regional 

1-mode actor co-membership matrix. They also show architecture type of mapping how actors 

and organizations are related to provide a direct linkage between actors through memberships in 

organizations, or between organizations through co-memberships. In other words, the observed 

2-mode matrix of affiliations to define relationships between cities, which is constructed as the 

one-mode projection of the two-mode matrix. 

First, the set of actors (South Florida cities) is denoted by C= {c1, c2,…..,cn} and the set of 

governments/organizations related to energy and/or climate change issues is denoted by 

M={m1,m2,…..,m8 }. There are n actors (cities) and 8 organizations for local sustainability: 

County Government, Special Districts, Regional Partnerships, Regional Planning Councils (or 

Council of Governments) , State Agencies, , Private Utility, MPO and Federal Agencies within 

11 regional planning council geography in Florida . The regional affiliation network matrix is 

presented in Table 4.2. This matrix, denoted by A= {a11}, indicates actor c1 is affiliated with 

organization m1. 

 

Table 4.2 Regional Affiliation Network Matrix for Local Sustainability 

 

City m1 m2 m3 m4 m5 m6 m7 m8

c1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c3 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 2

c4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c5 1 3 0 3 0 0 2 0

. . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . .

cn-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cn-1 0 0 0 0 3 3 3 3

cn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  
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This affiliation network can be represented as a bipartite graph, which does not permit 

lines among the actors nor among the organization. There is c (cities) + m (organizations) nodes 

and the lines indicate ties of affiliation (Faust 1997). First, it shows a sociogram, also called a 

network graph, which is a common way of visualizing networks visually which cities attended 

which organizations (Wilson 1982). A sociogram depicts the structure of ties within a group and 

the visualization of social networks helps us to understand network relations with visual appeal 

and conceptual clarity. 

For instance, Figure 4.3 shows that regional affiliation networks in South Florida. In this 

sociogram, each city in the South Florida is represented by a circle and each organization is 

represented by a square. For the sake of identification, the city names are written next to the 

circles. Each arc (arrow) represents the choice of organization. For instance, Miami Shores (in 

the top of right-hand side of the figure) interacts with the RPOs (regional partnerships 

organization) as an organizational affiliation network. This graph shows the relational structures 

among actors through their co-memberships of regional organizations and reveals the relational 

structures of organizations attracting common actors. Although there are no lines directly 

connecting Miami Shores and Dana Beach, this graph implies how two cities are linked via their 

co-membership with RPC and RPOs. The limitation of bipartite graph is it is inefficient to show 

their affiliations when used to depict larger affiliation networks. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.3 Bipartite graph of regional affiliation networks in South Florida 
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I use a degree centralization measure to set node sized by degree for the visualization of 8 

regional affiliation networks in South Florida, which shows to what extent an actor has 

connections to other actors and to the extent to which the connectedness of the actors is 

dispersed, regardless of the directionality of the connections. If there are certain actors or 

organizations which have more connections in the network than others, the size of circles or 

squares are bigger than others. It shows if there were some actors or organizations which were 

more connected in the networks, which is the best indication of the powers of those actors in the 

network. Figure 4.4 shows the affiliation networks of County and State Agencies and RPC have 

central power rather than the other organizations. 

 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Bipartite graph of one regional 2-mode affiliation networks in South Florida        

 

I use a betweenness measure to calculate the proximal betweenness centrality of each 

node for the visualization of 8 affiliation networks in South Florida, which shows the proportion 

of all geodesics linking an actor to other actors. If there are certain actors or organizations which 

have a higher betweenness in the network than others, the size of circles or squares are bigger 

than others. It shows if there were some actors or organizations which were a higher betweenness 

in the networks, which is the best indication of the level of brokerage positions of those actors in 

the network. Figure 4.5 shows the affiliation networks of County and State Agencies and RPC 

play a brokerage role rather than the other organizations. 
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Figure 4.5 Bipartite graph of one regional 2-mode affiliation networks in South Florida               

 

In table 4.3, the upper left side of blocked matrix shows which core cities are very likely 

to contact with regional planning council, state and federal agency in their region to get  

information and advice regarding energy and/or climate change issues (density=2.628). The 

remainders of the actors are grouped into the periphery as both participating less frequently, and 

having few issues in common. The upper right of blocked adjacency matrix also shows that core 

actors do participate to some degree in peripheral issues (density=1.137).  

 

Table 4.3 Blocked Adjacency Matrix for Local Sustainability in South Florida 

RPC/C STATE FEDER COUNT PRIVA SPECI REGIO MPO
- ----- ------ ------- - ------- ------ ------ ----- -------

Davie | 3 3 3 | 1 3 3 3 |

CutlerBay | 3 3 | 2 3 |

Lauderdale Lakes | 3 3 3 | 1 3 3 |

Coral Gables | 2 2 3 | 2 3 2 2 2 |

Lauderhill | 2 2 | 3 |

auderdale-by-the Sea | 2 3 3 | 2 2 2 |

Lighthouse Point | 3 3 3 | 1 |

Pembroke Park | 2 3 | 2 2 |

Wilton Manors | 2 3 3 | 2 2 |

Coconut Creek | 3 3 3 | 1 3 |

Pinecrest | 3 3 3 | 1 3 |

Southwest Ranches | 3 3 3 | 1 3 3 |

Miami Shores | 3 3 3 | 2 |

DeFuniak Springs | 3 3 | 1 3 |

Fort Lauderdale | 3 3 3 | 1 3 3 3 3 |

-- ----- ------ ------- - ------- ------ ------ ----- ------- -

Miami | | |

Pembroke Pines | | |

Hialeah Gardens | | |

Margate | | |

South Miami | 3 | 1 3 |

Cooper City | | |

Tamarac | | |

Marathon | | |

Oakland Park | | |

Coral Springs | | |

Hillsboro Beach | | |

Bal Harbour | | |

Miramar | | |

Dania Beach | | |

North Lauderdale | 3 3 | 1 |

North Miami | | |

Islamorada City | | |

Hallandale Beach | | |
- ----- ------ ------- - ------- ------ ------ ----- ------- -  
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Second I convert two-mode affiliation network into one-mode matrix of actor co-

memberships, denoted by X
n
, indicates the number of memberships shared by each pair of 

actors. This one-mode matrix of actors-by-actors indicates the strength of the tie based on co-

occurrence and it makes any of the methods for one mode analysis to be applied to these 

matrices (Borgatti, Everett and Freeman 2002). Numbers indicate organizations with which each 

actor is affiliated (the cross-product of the row with itself counts the number of events but 

network analysis does not include the diagonal).  

 

Table 4.4 Actor-by-actor Co-membership Matrix in four regional networks  

 

City c1 c2 c3 c4 c5 . . cn-2 cn-1 cn

c1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c3 0 0 22 0 0 0 15 0 15 0

c4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

c5 0 0 0 0 32 0 15 0 9 0

. . . . . . . . . . .

. . . . . . . . . . .

cn-2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

cn-1 0 0 15 0 15 0 45 0 27 0

cn 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

 

Figure 4.6 presents one-mode regional co-membership networks among cities in South 

Florida. Each arc (arrow) represents the co-membership of each organization. You may notice 

visually which city is a central actor in the regional networks. One-mode network analysis 

usually provides different types of visualization using centrality measures, which identify the 

position of actors in relation to other actors. To capture both direct and indirect regional 

affiliation network ties, I used an eigenvector measure (Borgatti et al., 2002) that computed 

centrality as the summed connections to others weighted by the centrality of those others 

(Bonacich, 1972). 
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Figure 4.6 One-mode Actor Co-membership Networks in South Florida    

 

Conversion of two-mode data sets into one-mode is a common and useful approach to 

examine relations within each mode separately. To identify who the central actors, I calculated 

three different centrality measures (degree, closeness and betweenness) for each city in the 

affiliation networks. Degree centralization is based on the individual-level measure of total 

degree centrality, which measures to what extent an actor has connections to other actors, 

regardless of the directionality of the connections. Closeness centralization is based on the 

individual-level closeness centrality statistic, which measures how near an actor is to the other 

actors in the network; it measures the extent to which closeness centrality varies among the 

actors. Betweenness centralization is based on the individual-level betweenness centrality 

statistic, which measures to what extent certain actors serve as bridges to mediate relations 

between dyads or connect different parts of the network together.  In future study we will use 

data from networks constructed through media searches in three metropolitan areas to 

differentiate network links to policy, participation, and collaboration/joint ventures and to 

investigate differences across the networks.  

 

4.5. Dependent Variables: Governmental vs. Community Sustainability Policies 

 

One important factor that has not been given attention in defining local sustainability 

policy is the sector to which sustainability and GHG reduction policy is directed.  Climate 
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policies may be directed to in-house government operations to increase energy efficiency and 

reduce the emissions from local government, or directed outward to monitor and reduce carbon 

emissions from non-governmental actors in the larger community (Feiock and Bae 2011).  While 

there is some variation in the approaches that communities take, they are interrelated.  Some 

cities initially focus on behaviors and practices within the government itself (Francis and Feiock 

2011).  Because the economic and political benefits involve interested stakeholders that may be 

vastly different across these sectors, their undifferentiated treatment in previous research may not 

adequately capture the policy dynamics.  This paper addresses this limitation by differentiating 

governmental policies to inventory greenhouse gas emissions from local government operations 

and policies focused on emissions produced by residents and businesses in the community at 

large. 

Political institutions also structure these exchange relationships and the distribution of 

policy benefits across different types of interest groups and polices (Lubell et al. 2005, 2009). 

The embededness of network ties are main factors in the research.  Additionally, this paper 

investigates how these policy commitments for local environmental and energy sustainability are 

shaped by interest group politics, and institutional incentives and the actions of public 

entrepreneurs.  Through the lens of the political market, I conceptualize policy change as the 

outcome of exchanges between governmental policy suppliers and various policy demanders.  

The embededness of network ties and political institutions structure these exchange relationships 

and the distribution of policy benefits across different types of interest groups and polices. In this 

paper I examine sustainability policy directed to both government operations and business and 

residential energy users in the wider community in order to identify what factors influence 

responsiveness to policy demand.  

Adoption indices are derived from a review of case study and academic literature. The 

policy adoption index captures the extent that policies and programs related to energy and 

environmental sustainability have been adopted and implemented in the community. Based on 

survey responses, if a city will answer yes or no to the indicators, then each one will be 

aggregated as 1 or 0 to quantify the scope of sustainability policy adoption. 

 The dependent variables are based on counts variables of the number of specific 

energy/climate issues the each respondent jurisdiction “officially addresses through regulation or 

policies as it related to government facilities and the community at large”   The questionnaire 
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asked respondent about the following 13 items:  green buildings; retro-fitting existing buildings 

for energy efficiency; alternative transportation systems; technology innovation/demonstration 

projects; energy efficient devices (appliances, lighting, etc.); energy efficiency systems (building 

controls etc.); inventory of greenhouse gas emissions; renewable energy; smart grid/net 

metering; alternative fuels; incorporating energy use in land use decisions; providing information 

about efficiency to employees/residents.  For each item the respondent asked to identified both 

whether the issues was addressed for government facilities and operations, and for the overall 

community. The adoption index is reported in Table 4.5. 

Table 4.5 Policy Adoption Index 

===================================================================== 

Dependent Variables: Additive Index of use of energy policy tools 
Energy/Climate Policy and Programs  

• Green buildings 

• Retro-fitting existing buildings for energy efficiency 

• Alternative transportation systems 

• Green infrastructure 

• Green procurement 

• Regional air quality 

• Technology innovation/demonstration projects 

• Energy efficient devices (appliances, lighting, etc) 

• Energy efficient systems (building controls etc) 

• Waste-to-energy 

• Renewable energy 

• Smart grid/net metering 

• Alternative fuels 

• Incorporating energy use in land use decisions 

• Energy related development incentives 

• Inventory of greenhouse gas emissions 

• Formally adopted greenhouse gas reduction goals 
=============================================================== 

 

4.6. Independent Variables 

 

As explain above, broker and coordinator functions in regional network are measured 

through three centrality indicators.  As discussed earlier the Eigenvector measure of closeness 

captures clustering and strong tie network relationships.   However, the centrality measures were 

found to be highly correlated so this would lead to multicollinearity problems in the regression 
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analysis. Thus I delete closeness centrality and retain degree centrality as the measure of 

coordinator position and flow betweenness as broker position based on collinearity test.  

Governmental policies may not require or significantly benefit from coordination or 

cooperation among cities in the region we expect both broker and coordinator functions to be 

only weakly related to adoption of sustainability in governmental operations.   On the other hand, 

a broker position (betweeness centrality) may improve information efficiency for community 

projects and a star position (degree centrality) can reduce defection risk for community policies 

with cross boundary effects.  In particular, a strong positive effect of star position on community-

wide adoption is anticipated.  

 A star position in regional network may have power to coordinate policy conflicts while 

betweenness may provide information and knowledge to reduce an ambiguity. 

Additionally, several explanatory variables account for the policy adoption for local 

sustainability including formal institution, issue salience, and interest group support, community 

characteristics.  

 

4.6.1. Salience / Problem Severity  

 

The scope of sustainability policy has been tied to the salience of the issue in the 

community, the extent of climate risk. Research on sustainability policy directed toward land use 

decision making conceptualizes low density and/or sprawling communities as problematic and 

therefore, motivates sustainability efforts  (Lubell, Feiock and Ramirez de la Cruz 2009; Ramirez 

de la Cruz 2009). Development and manufacturing opposition is a barrier to sustainability but 

certain “creative class” industries may compliment sustainability efforts. Problem severity is 

measured by respondent's perception about the severity of energy/climate issues based on survey 

question which ask of issue salience of energy and climate policy in each jurisdiction with 5-

point Likert scales: How important are energy/climate issues in your jurisdiction? 

 

4.6.2. Political Institutions  

 

Several studies confirm that a city’s local political institutions shape policy outcomes 

(Lubell, Feiock and Ramirez de la Cruz 2009; Ramirez de la Cruz 2009; Feiock and Bae 2011; 
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Sharp, Daley, and Lynch 2011).  Based directly or indirectly on a political market approach this 

work argues that forms of government can directly influence policy choices or mediate the 

demands supporting or opposing sustainability.  

 

4.6.3. Community Characteristics and Interest Group Preferences 

 

 Interest group preferences such as business, environmental and civic groups represented 

by aggregate measures like income, race and education, are generally associated with the uptake 

of sustainability programs (Lubell et al 2005; Portney 2009; Zahran et al 2008b).  Previous work 

also suggests developers and carbon intensive manufacturing sometimes oppose comprehensive 

sustainability policy (Ramirez de la Cruz 2009; Lubell, Feiock, and Handy 2009; Sharp, Daley, 

and Lynch 2011; Krause 2011). In this essay, interest group support is measured by 5-point 

Likert scales based on survey question which ask of how selected groups is measured by 

respondent's perception based on survey question which ask of how selected groups are 

supportive of each jurisdiction’s energy and climate change goals with 5-point Likert scales: To 

what extent would the following individuals or groups support or oppose energy conservation 

and climate protection efforts by your government? 

 

Table 4.6 Variable Descriptions 

 

Dependent Variables Description 

Governmental Sustainability Count of sustainability policy tools 

targeted to governmental operations 

Community Sustainability Count of sustainability policy tools 

targeted to the community at-large 

Independent Variables  

Star Position Bonacich Power Centrality 

Broker Position Flow Betweenness Centrality 

Council-Manager Government Dichotomous variable: 1 if the city has a 

council-manager form of government and 0 if 

the city has a mayor form of government 
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Table 4.6 continued 

 

Dependent Variables Description 

Sustainability Issue Salience The 4-point Likert scale (from 1=not 

very important to 4=very important) 

Lacks of Information The 5-point Likert scale (from 1=not an 

obstacle to 5=substantial obstacle) 

Conflict with Other Budget 

Priorities 

The 5-point Likert scale (from 1=not an 

obstacle to 5=substantial obstacle) 

Public Support The 5-point Likert scale (from 

1=strongly oppose to 5=strongly support) 

Business Group Support The 5-point Likert scale (from 

1=strongly oppose to 5=strongly support) 

Environmental Group Support  The 5-point Likert scale (from 

1=strongly oppose to 5=strongly support) 

Income Median Household Income 1999 

Population Total City Population in 2000 

Population Density Population per square mile in 2000 

Non Hispanic White Total Non Hispanic White Population in 

2000 

 

 

4.7. Results  

 

Table 7 presents the results of negative binomial regression model what factors affect 

sustainability policy adoption for both governmental and community at-large operation. As 

expected, both a star and broker position in regional networks are not significant determinants of 

governmental operation.  This reflects the lack of dependence on external actors to pursue this 

agenda.   On the other hand, I do find that network centrality can matter for community 

sustainability policy adoptions.  A higher star position is positively related to the adoption of 
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sustainability policy tools for community-wide operation. These results confirm several 

important network arguments.  

 

Table 4.7 Negative Binomial Regression Estimates of Sustainability Policy Tool 

Adoptions 

 

 

Independent Variables 

Governmental             Community 

Operation             At-Large Operation 

Star Position      .14                                 .61* 

Broker Position     -1.6                                -4.2 

Council-manager Form    -.22                                 -.44 

Issue Salience     .34***                            .35 

Conflict with Other Budget  

Priorities 

    .14**                             -.08 

Lack of Information    -.19**                             -.13 

Public Support    -.13*                               -.13 

Business Group Support     .10**                              .23** 

Environmental Group Support     -.00                                -.16 

Income     .22                                -.95 

Population     .17**                             .56*** 

Density    -.07                                 .03 

Non Hispanic White     .00                                 .04*** 

Constant  -3.1                                   .64  

 

Observations    152                                 152 

Log likelihood -353.16                        -.156.12 

Wald Chi2    60.82                             45.47            

* p < 0.10; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01 (two-tailed)  

The results also support the argument that network position as embedded macro 

structures may affect the nested policy choice of the individual cities. Network position as 
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embedded macro structures may not significant determinants of policy limited to governmental 

operations. Rather, the cities are more likely to adopt in-house operation based on their 

perception of issue salience, business group support and population size. Higher conflict with 

other budget priorities is also significant determinant because in-house operation may be possible 

to adopt it with less budget conflict. The lack of information influences negatively on the 

adoption of policy tools for local sustainability. The perception of higher public support has a 

negative relationship on in-house operation.  

On the other hand, consistent with my network hypothesis, star position degree centrality 

has a positive effect on community-wide sustainability efforts targeted to residents and business.  

A city with a high degree centrality has more power to coordinate policy conflicts so they can 

reduce defection risk for community policies with trans-boundary effects.  Broker position is not 

significant as a determinant of sustainability policy adoptions.  Thus there is not support for the 

prediction that a broker position reduces ambiguity in a way that facilitates policy adoptions. 

Ambiguity does not appear to be a critical trigger at the policy adoption stage.  

Racial homogeneity has a positive impact on community-wide operation. It is expected 

that community-wide operation is much more complex in terms of political conflicts so 

community homogeneity is helpful to reduce transaction costs. 

 

4.8. Conclusion  

 

           I constructed data on which of cities in 11 regional planning areas were affiliated at each 

of the 8 organizations for information and advice regarding energy and/or climate change issues. 

By examining patterns of which cities are affiliated at which organizations, it is possible to infer 

an underlying pattern of embedded ties, factions and groupings among cities (Borgatti, Everett 

and Freeman 2002; Breiger 1974). Furthermore, it is possible to infer how cities create informal 

institution through their affiliated organizations which constrain and shape the decisions of the 

cities embedded in those organizations. Thus, it suggests greater understanding of macro-micro 

network relations. In other words, how the policy choices of the cities as micro individuals make 

the power of the organizations by choosing to participate or not, as well as how the organizations 

as embedded macro structures may affect the nested choice of the individual cities (Borgatti, 

Everett and Freeman 2002).   
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              The findings suggest several policy implications. The existing literature has combined 

together climate change programs directed to government and the community rather than 

differentiate them. Consistent to the results of chapter 3, the factors that explain sustainability in 

government operations are substantially different than those that explain community wide 

efforts. Particularly, this chapter is focusing more on how network position as embedded macro 

structures may affect the nested choice of the individual cities. The results show that a star 

position i.e. a high degree centrality is a significant determinant of community-wide 

sustainability actions by city governments. It confirms that a central position has more capacity 

to mobilize social capital and other resources to overcome the complex political conflicts. A 

broker position can bring new ideas through broader ties but it may not directly influence 

strategic action.   

 Climate protection programs can produce regional “co-benefits” by enhancing and 

facilitating the operation and performance of other local policies and programs. It can reduce 

start-up cost of a large scale infrastructure projects across jurisdictional boundaries through cost-

sharing based on the level of use so every city can enjoy the scale of economy.  However the 

collective action dilemmas associated with climate protection may undercut the financial benefits 

from achieving regional co-benefits. Therefore by altering individual cities' payoffs trough 

regional informal ties could be potential mechanisms to reduce the dilemmas for local 

sustainability. 
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CHAPTER FIVE  

CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

 

Green is the color of sustainability and many cities may have “gone green”, but there are 

many shades of green.  It is this variation that has been the focus of my inquiry. Certainly not all 

cities have gone green, and among those that have there is variation in the scope, type and target 

for local sustainability actions.   There are many factors that account for this variation, but 

institutions play an important role, in shaping green governance and policy, along with the 

efforts of various policy entrepreneurs. 

One purpose of the dissertation was to investigate the formal and informal institutions for 

green governance and their influence on local climate protection policy. This was done through 

three individual analyses reported in Chapters 2-4.  In this chapter I attempt to draw out the 

implications for policy and theory by identifying commonalities in what I found across the three 

analyses which can inform three specific areas of general scholarly inquiry.  Next, I discuss the 

individual contributions of each analysis.  Finally, I identify a research agenda to extend this 

work.  

5.1. General Contributions  

 

The three analyses forming this dissertation were designed as independent research 

projects, but the commonalities in the conceptual framework and measurement of the dependent 

variables provide mechanisms to integrate the interpretations, and to bring evidence to bear on 

several important theoretical and practical issues. 

 The three empirical essays apply a political market approach integrating how local 

climate policy efforts are shaped by various political economic and social forces within and 

across communities.  Taken together the three studies advance knowledge in three general areas:  

policy theory as it relates to policy types and the way we classify and measure urban policy; the 

political market approach which includes institutions and entrepreneurs that can enrich the 

insights and usefulness of a political market framework; and the role plays by networks in 

shaping internal decisions and differences across types of networks.  Each of these is discussed 

in turn. 
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5.1.1. Differences across Policy Type: Government Operations vs. Community-wide 

 

Previous literature has developed several policy typologies by which they have classified 

and measured types of policies, and it is usually based on the division of function or interest 

groups divisions.  In the literature of local policy and urban politics primary distinctions has 

focused on the substantive policy arenas (i.e. service delivery or development) based on the 

coerciveness of policies (Lowi 1964), the targeting of costs and benefits among groups (Wilson 

1986), and the incidence of costs and benefits for the median tax-payer (Peterson1981).      

While these classifications have proven quite useful at the state and federal level, they 

have had less utility as applied to the study of local politics, collaboration or policy adoption.  

This is particularly true in institutional analysis.  Despite a concerted research effort over several 

decades, the direct additive influence of local structure on policy defined by these categories has 

not been revealed.  In large part, institutions have been confined to a mediating role.   

As described in Chapter 3, much of the empirical literature makes no differentiation 

between in-house and community-wide operation. Those that do focus on distinctions by 

functional area such as buildings, transportation etc. or by focusing on policy tools such as 

information provision, subsidies, or regulation among the various policy programs and 

instruments that local governments apply.   This research took a different approach by focusing 

on whether the targets of these programs are governmental actors and operations on the one 

hand, or the community, including citizens, homeowners and business, on the other.  This 

permits an examination of the adoption of the same instruments in the same functional areas, but 

targeted either to government or the community.    

The empirical results when I apply this typology are nothing less than stunning.  In 

Chapter three I report significant policy differences depending on the form of government, not 

just differences in magnitude, but also in direction.   In Chapter four the role of network 

centrality differs across these categories.   I find that a star position of a city in a regional 

network makes no difference for governmental actions but has a significant impact on 

community wide efforts.     

The big differences reported here can be attributed to how the incentives of decision 

makers correspond and align with an in-house versus community-wide, a distinction much more 
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evident at the local government level than at other levels of government.  If that is the case, this 

distinction may be important for other substantive local policy areas not just sustainability. 

 

5.1.2. The Political Market Approach 

 

The political market approach focuses on the demanders and suppliers of policy change.  

The demanders of policy change addressed in previous empirical work include voters, 

homeowners, neighborhood and community groups, environmental organizations, and growth 

machine interests such as developers, builders and real estate interests (Lubell et al 2004; 2009).   

Absent from the demand side of the political market is entrepreneurs.  This is unfortunate 

because as described in Chapter 2, surveys demonstrate that the public entrepreneurs are often 

the source of policy innovation but case studies only document their important role in 

sustainability efforts.  By including public entrepreneurs I fill a lacuna in the political market 

framework and confirm empirically they influence on policy adoptions for sustainability. 

While institutions are sometimes included in theoretical and empirical application of the 

political market framework, the focus has been on local structure.  I broaden the institutional role 

by examining the influence of state government on local action in Chapter 2, the role of forms of 

government in Chapter 3 and roles of policy networks in Chapter 4.  I find that institutional 

influences are more varied and significant than indicated previously.  In the last section of the 

chapter I discuss the implications of the findings for future research. 

 

5.1.3. Types of Networks 

 

A third general contribution is to advance our understanding of the previously unexplored 

roles that network centrality can play in facilitating or impeding policy adoptions.  The insights 

are more tentative here because the concepts have not been well developed in previous work.   I 

argue that network centrality can facilitate policy adoption by reducing ambiguity or by reducing 

conflict.  I propose that a broker position as indicated by the flow centrality can provide less 

ambiguous information to act upon, and that the influence engendered by a “star” position will 

ensure less conflict.   The other general contribution expands the types of relationships that may 

or may not be considered a local network.   The papers include networks defined by co-
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membership in national climate organizations in Chapter 2, and networks defined by 

participation in local organizations and policy venues in Chapter 4.  The final section discusses 

how these can be more systematically compared and related.  

 

5.2. Analysis Specific Insights and Contributions 

 

This dissertation was designed to extend the conventional explanations for local 

sustainability by including both informal networks and formal political structures in an expanded 

political market framework. The economic perspective of the political market model tends to 

focus on economic gains by reducing transaction costs, while the political perspective 

concentrates on political incentives in the process of selecting specific interests. Thus, this 

dissertation fills a lacuna in the literature by examining the effects of both informal networks and 

formal political structures on the adoption of innovative policy tools and on the framing of the 

entrepreneurial roles of government.  The analyses address the three specific questions presented 

in Chapter 1: 

 

1.  What are the roles of social, administrative and political entrepreneurs in the adoption 

of local climate protection? 

 

2.  How do the incentive structures produced by different forms of government shape the 

approach that local governments take toward sustainability and climate protection? 

 

3.  How do local networks influence local sustainability and climate protection strategies? 

 

 

5.2.1 Public Entrepreneurs 

 

Chapter 2 focuses on whether the role of public entrepreneurs compels cities to engage in 

climate protection efforts. The results show the importance of their roles on the climate change 

policy adoptions, as well as their participation in inter-local memberships. Public entrepreneurs 
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account for variations in adoption and how some communities overcome the barriers to green 

governance.  

While previous work tends to lump public entrepreneurs together, I differentiate the 

motivations and incentives of elected policy entrepreneurs, civic leaders and bureaucratic policy 

entrepreneurs. Elected-policy entrepreneurs have a high-power incentive to mobilize citizens in 

their jurisdiction so they may be more likely to adopt risk-taking climate change policies and 

build coalitions than bureaucratic-policy entrepreneurs.  Civic or social entrepreneurs are break-

through innovators or early adopters with broader social capital than inside bureaucratic-policy 

entrepreneurs so they tend to exploit risk as an opportunity. Bureaucratic-policy entrepreneurs 

attempt to innovate for their career advancement and tend to be risk averse, late adopters.  

The results confirm these expectations.  Elected and policy entrepreneurs positively 

influence sustainability actions. The analysis also explores how the emergence of various types 

of local entrepreneurial actors influences whether cities take membership in ICLEI-USA and 

U.S. Conference of Mayors, Mayors Climate Protection Agreement (MCPA), as well as their 

scope of local policy adoption efforts for addressing GHG emission problems.  These effects are 

consistent across each of the dependent variables I examine.  The influence of bureaucratic 

policy entrepreneurs working in government is insignificant whether we examine policy 

adoptions or any of the specific climate networks.  Taken together these findings advance our 

understanding of local sustainability.  

Chapter 2 also examines sustainability through the lens of the multilevel governance to 

investigate how local climate actions are imbedded in the context of state level policies and the 

political economy.   The analysis firmly supports the proposition that city choices are influenced 

by the fact that cities are nested within states policy actions for local sustainability efforts. Thus 

state efforts need to be accounted for in order to isolate the impacts of local level actors.   

State-by-state differences exist in the rate of city participation suggesting a need for   

coordination of state and local action.   One potentially important finding is evidence of 

substitute effects in relation to local membership in national climate protection networks. Where 

Advisory Committees provide access to key actors and information, there may be less need to 

build other types of network relationships. Cities were less dependent on these national networks 

in states that had established climate change advisory commissions.    
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5.2.2. Formal Structures as Institutions 

 

The analysis presented in Chapter 3 deals with the assumption that formal institutions 

function in a similar manner to moderate the forces of supply and demand. The analysis extends 

the political market framework and confirms its utility for investigating local government policy 

decisions relating to sustainability.   Both supply and demand factors are important to the scope 

and targets of local sustainability efforts.  

First, forms of local government have been shown to shape outcomes by amplifying or 

attenuating specific demands. Council-manager governments with professionally trained public 

managers are more efficiency oriented and insulated from political pressure.  Thus managers are 

more likely to promote policies to reduce operational costs in the public sector and less likely to 

accommodate special interest group demands than mayors seeking political support.  This essay 

reports evidence that the form of government is an important direct influence on the approach 

that communities take to sustainability.  These findings are more evident than shown in prior 

literature not only is the magnitude of the effect that is different, the sign actually reverses. 

Mayor-council form of government has a significant negative effect on sustainability directed to 

governmental operations and a significant positive effect on community based efforts. 

Second, the existing literature has combined sustainability programs directed to 

government and the community rather than differentiate between them. By differentiating 

sustainability efforts directed by elected officials and appointed administrators, this essay 

investigates the extent to which local policy commitments are shaped by institutional differences 

in government structure, and differences in the distribution of benefits. This suggests that 

theories of local government and the political markets need focusing on the alignment of costs 

and benefits, not simply on policy demanders; and also directly on the actors responsible for 

supplying public programs. 

 

5.2.3. Informal Networks and Policy Adoption 

 

Chapter 4 explores how regional networks influence local sustainability policy. Previous 

literature treats membership in regional climate networks as providing information and 

commitment to overcome local collective action dilemmas and  barriers to sustainability, but 
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offer no evidence or information on how they function. In extant research, membership is the key 

explanatory variable but this explanation is superficial without any qualification as to the what is 

gained through membership, whether other local governments in the region are members, and the 

extent that membership produces interactions and information exchange.  

Based on cities' affiliations with11 regional planning areas for information and advice 

regarding energy and/or climate change issues, I examined patterns of which cities are affiliated 

with which organizations to infer an underlying pattern of embedded ties, factions and groupings 

among cities. The analysis reveals how the policy choices of the cities as micro individuals 

empower of the organizations by choosing to participate or not, as well as how the organizations 

as embedded macro structures may affect the nested choice of the individual cities.  

Consistent to the results of Chapter 3, the factors that explain sustainability in 

governmental operations are substantially different than those that explain community wide 

efforts.  A star position in a network significantly increases adoptions of community-wide 

sustainability actions.  Cities positioned in a highly central star position have more capacity to 

mobilize social capital and other resources to overcome the complex political conflicts.  

In contrast, a broker position can bring new ideas through broader ties so it can reduce 

policy ambiguity. However, it may negatively affect the consensus on policy actions to take 

because of the scope and variety of information to process.   

Climate protection programs can produce regional “co-benefits” but the collective action 

dilemmas associated with climate protection may offset these gains. Regional informal ties could 

be potential mechanisms to reduce the dilemmas for local sustainability. 

  

5.3. A Research Agenda for Future Research 

 

5.3.1 Lessons for the Study of Sustainability  

 

The global sustainability and climate protection puzzle requires matching pieces at 

multiple scales and levels of government.  Thus city actions are just one many pieces, albeit as 

Chapter 1 argued, a more important piece than is often realized.  The analyses presented here 

have clear implications for local governance theory and policy research as described below.  

They also produce some general insights that may inform the study of sustainability at the state, 
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national and international level.  Cities are great laboratories for studying politics and institutions 

because of the large number of cases and high degree of variation across key dimensions such as 

institutions, policies and constituencies.   The findings regarding the role of networks, formal 

institutions and entrepreneurs might well inform research at higher levels of government.    

 

5.3.2. Public Entrepreneurs and Bottom-up Policy Diffusion 

 

Most previous literature of policy diffusion focuses more on the horizontal diffusion from 

state-to-state or from local-to-local. More recently some multilevel governance studies 

investigate the nested impact on policy decisions at lower level government. Policy ideas may 

also diffuse in a bottom-up way. For example, local sustainability policy actions or local civic 

engagement through encouragement by public entrepreneurs make state action more or less 

likely (Shipan and Volden 2006). Thus future work can investigate and compare policy diffusion 

models in a variety of ways: vertical (top-down and bottom-up) and horizontal diffusion.   

 

5.3.3. Formal Structures: Modifying Svara and Nelson's Model 

 

There has been much recent discussion and debate regarding the conceptualization and 

measurement of municipal forms of government. Traditionally it has been measured based on the 

legal form specified in the charter, typically mayor-council or council manager form. The 

council manager form as developed in the mid 20
th

century was based on a model charter 

advanced by the Municipal League. George Fredrickson and his associates (2001; 2003; 2004) 

have argued that the intervening charter provisions have been adapted so there are multiple 

structural models defined by multiple charter provisions, not just forms of government. Svara 

and Nelson (2008) has countered that Frederickson adds unnecessary complexity because there 

are a limited number of institutions that define form.  

According to Svara and Nelson (2008), "the presence of a Chief Administration Officer 

(CAO) does not create a hybrid form in the sense of altering the basic features of the 

governmental structure and executive authority is still divided from legislative authority and 

assigned to a mayor who may in turn delegate assignment to the CAO (2008)." Thus, the model 

is based on three major different features between the mayor-council and council-manager forms 
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of government:  1) the legal form of government; 2) whether the mayor (or manager) is elected 

at-large or appointed by the council; and 3) whether there is a professional management position 

(CAO), regardless of form.  

In future research it will be possible to collect data on each of these structures to examine 

how the institutional configurations that define government form mediate the supply and demand 

relationships. Building from this foundation, I will investigate how form of government 

influences the adoption and implementation of local sustainability policies and programs. 

 

5.3.4. Comparison between Local and Global Affiliation Networks  

 

While some research examines inter-local networks or network participation, these 

studies only measure membership in national or international organizations such as ICLEI or the 

U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate change agreement (Sharp, Daley and Lynch 2011; Krause 

2011).  Inter-local networks will promote urban sustainability initiatives and facilitate broader 

sustainability efforts. The literature treats membership in global climate networks as providing 

information and commitment to overcome local collective dilemmas and barriers to 

sustainability but offers no evidence or information on how they work at the local level. I will 

compare local and global affiliation networks using the actor-oriented network model. 

 

5.3.5. Media Search and Actor-Oriented Network Model 

 

The network analysis in Chapter 4 uses data from networks constructed using a Florida 

State survey in 2010. There are a number of limitations. First of all, even though there are 

significant relationships between informal networks and the adoption of policy tools, they did not 

reflect the attributes of actor' ego (city) on actor's relationships, having used data from indirect 

memberships in affiliation networks. Furthermore, informal networks particularly have a 

inherent dynamic attribute so the cross-sectional analysis did not consider the inherent dynamic 

attribute of informal networks has a limitation considering it.  

Future study may improve and extend upon the work here with data from networks 

constructed through media searches to identify network links to policy, participation and 

collaboration/joint ventures, and to investigate differences across the networks. Additionally, 
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network analysis might also identify collaborative relationships among government, nonprofit 

and for-profit organizations. Local sustainability links energy innovation to the informal policy 

networks in which local governments are embedded. Ideally, network media search will be 

conducted for multiple metropolitan areas. Media based networks identify relationships between 

specific entities to address issues of network structure that cannot be directly addressed in the 

general survey.  

This design can begin with an archival study of the primary newspapers in each 

metropolitan area based on key word searches to identify the actors and primary issues of public 

concern.  Aggregated text files can then be analyzed using software to measure the co-

occurrence of the network actors (Carley et al. 2001; Dombroski et al 2003). Automap software 

enables locating green governance networks in three selected metropolitan areas based on co-

occurring words of green energy actors, venues and issues in newspaper articles. The analysis 

can provide a basic overview of participation and collaboration across an array of specific issues 

encompassing sustainability. 

Such work can build upon the foundation laid here in this dissertation to extend our 

general understanding of the role of entrepreneurship and formal and informal institutions in 

policy studies.  We know public entrepreneurs drive social change because they tend to have the 

characteristics of opportunity sensing, out-of-the box thinking and risk-taking to offset the status 

quo (Martin and Osberg 2007).  Thus these future research agendas can extend previous studies 

of policy adoption and change by various approaches to how diverse entrepreneurs make the new 

equilibrium of policy outcomes in different institutional settings, formal and informal.  
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APPENDIX A 

 
Implementation of  

Energy Efficiency and Sustainability 
Programs 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Askew School of Public Administration and Policy at Florida State University is investigating local 

government action on energy and climate protection issues. Your city’s participation is critical to the success 
of this effort. The project is supported by the IBM Endowment for the Business of Government. This survey 

will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. We anticipate that the results will directly benefit local 

governments and we will share these results with you and all participants. If you have any questions 

concerning this research study, please contact Dr. Richard C. Feiock by email at rfeiock@fsu.edu or phone at 

(850) 322-6000. Thank you.   
 

 

Please return this questionnaire to: 

 

Richard C. Feiock,Ph.D. 

Askew School of Public Administration and Policy 

Bellamy Building 

Florida State University 

Tallahassee FL 32306-2250 

         Project ID___________ 
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 Energy and Climate Policy 
 

  

1.  Name of your Jurisdiction     _________________________________________ 

 

 

The following questions ask about your city government and about specific policies related 

to energy efficiency, sustainability and climate protection. Please answer them in the way 

that best characterizes your city.  

 

 

2. To what extent are the following goals a priority in your local government? 

 

                              Low         Medium           High         Very High  

                                                         Not a Goal         Priority       Priority         Priority         Priority 

Economic Development                □      □         □     □      □ 

Environmental Protection  □      □         □  □      □ 

Green House Gas Reduction □      □         □     □      □ 

Reduced Energy Costs  □      □         □  □      □ 

More Sustainable Community         □      □         □     □      □ 

Green Job Creation                □      □         □     □      □ 

 

 

3. How important are energy/climate change issues TO CITIZENS in your community?  (select 

the best response) 

                         

  □  Not  very important  

      □  Somewhat important 

      □  Important 

      □  Very important  

 

 

3-1. Does your jurisdiction have a formal climate change and/or energy plan separate from the 

comprehensive plan? 

□  Yes      
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□  No                      

 

                                                                                                                       

4. Do energy conservation or climate protection activities receive designated funding in the city’s 

budget?  

     □  Yes    

□  No      

 

 

5.  To what extent would the following individuals or groups support or oppose energy 

conservation and climate protection efforts by your government? 

 

               Strongly     Moderately                  Moderately     Strongly 

          Oppose         Oppose      Neutral       Support        Support        

General Public          □      □         □ □      □  

Chamber of Commerce/        □      □         □ □      □ 

Business Associations 

Neighborhood Organizations   □      □         □ □      □ 

Environmental Groups    □      □         □ □      □ 

Real estate Developers               □      □         □ □      □ 

Homeowner Associations              □      □         □ □      □ 

Large Business Corporations   □      □         □ □      □  

The Media     □      □         □ □      □ 

Labor Unions              □      □         □ □      □ 

City Council/ Commission   □      □         □ □      □ 

State Government    □      □         □ □      □  

Economic Development/Planning Depts.  □      □         □ □      □ 

 

 

6.  Which of the following energy/climate related issues does your jurisdiction officially address 

(e.g., through regulation or policies)  as it relates to ggovernment facilities and community at 

large? (select all that apply) 

 

           

                                                                                         Government          Overall      Don’t                                         

                                                                    Facilities       Community        Know 

                                                                                                    

       Green buildings     □  □          □ 
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       Retro-fitting existing buildings for energy efficiency   □  □         □ 

       Alternative transportation systems   □  □         □                

       Green procurement              □  □         □ 

Technology innovation/ demonstration projects □  □         □                 

        Energy efficient devices (appliances, lighting, etc.) □  □         □ 

        Energy efficiency systems (building controls etc. □  □         □                 

 Inventory of greenhouse gas emissions                         □  □         □ 

Renewable energy             □  □         □                

Smart grid/net metering    □  □         □ 

       Alternative fuels               □  □         □                 

Incorporating energy use in land use decisions          □  □         □ 

       Provide information about efficiency to employees/     □  □         □ 

      residents  

 

 

7.  Has a greenhouse gas reduction goal been formally adopted by the city? 

□  No 

    □  Yes 

 

IF YES,  what is the reduction goal? ______________________________ 

 

8.  If the following climate protection programs have been adopted in your jurisdiction, please 

indicate the year in which they were first adopted. 

 

                  Year 

 

U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection Agreement          ____________ 

ICLEI USA- Cities for Climate Protection               _____________ 

Sierra Club Cool Cities Initiative                  _____________ 

Audubon Sustainability Community     _____________ 

Other (please specify)   _________________________________  _____________ 

 

 

 

9.  Has your government established an Energy or Sustainability Office? 

□  No 
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       □  Yes 

   If yes,   Year established  ______________ 

 

 

 

10.  Which office or department in your jurisdiction has PRIMARY responsibility               for 

developing energy policy initiatives? (select one) 

 

□   Planning    □  Environment    

□   Building    □  Mayor  

□   Energy/Sustainability  □  City Manager/ CAO  

□   Community Development □  City Council/Commission  

□   Transportation   □  Local Utility 

□   Public Works   □  Don’t Know 

          Other (please specify)___________________________________ 

 

11.  Aside from the lead office/ department identified in the previous question, what other offices 

or departments are involved in developing energy plans and/or energy policy initiatives? 

(select all that apply) 

 

□   Planning    □  Environment    

□   Building    □  Mayor  

□   Energy/Sustainability           □  City Manager/ CAO  

□   Community Development  □  City Council/Commission  

□   Transportation   □  Local Utility 

□   Public Works   □  Don’t Know 

      Other (please specify)______________________________________ 

   

12. To what extent do the various departments in your city coordinate activities with one another 

on the following issues? 

 

                      Very Low           Low                  Moderate               High                Very High  
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                           Coordination      Coordination         Coordination         Coordination          Coordination  

Economic             

Development        □  □  □      □       □ 

                     

Land Use and  

Permitting            □     □   □      □            □    

                 

Environmental   

Protection        □   □   □    □            □ 

                     

Energy/Climate  

Protection          □    □   □  □   □                     

 

 

12-1. To what extent do jurisdictions in your COUNTY work cooperatively on climate change or 

energy planning issues? 

                                               Not                       Great          Don’t 

         at All       Somewhat           Extent             Know 

Energy                          □       □       □       □       

Climate Change  □       □      □       □       

 

 

Energy Cost Reduction by Government 
 

13. In developing your government’s energy and/or climate policies, did you examine policies of 

other governments? (Please select all that apply) 

    □  Other local governments in our region 

      □  Other local governments in our state 

□  Local governments in other states 

□  Others (e.g. state policies) 

□  Did not  examine other policies 

□  Don’t know 

 

13-1. To the best of your knowledge, how active are each of the following entities in promoting 

sustainable energy and climate change planning and innovation in your county? 

                                                Not             Somewhat          Very          Don’t 
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         Active           Active            Active             Know        

Municipal governments  □       □       □       □       

Special districts              □       □      □       □       

Regional Planning Council □       □       □       □       

Regional Partnership organization □       □      □       □       

MPO                     □       □       □       □       

FL DCA                          □       □      □       □       

FL DOT                □       □       □       □       

FL DEP                          □       □      □       □       

Other state agencies   □       □       □       □       

Private utilities              □       □      □       □       

Federal agencies               □       □       □       □       

Civic groups/NGOs  □       □      □       □       

Local builders association    □       □       □       □       

 

 

14.  If the following programs have been adopted in your jurisdiction, please indicate the year in 

which they were first adopted   

                    Year 

 

Energy and/or climate change plan                                                                     __________ 

 

LEED or other green building standards for government owned facilities        __________ 

 

LEED or other green building standards for government leased facilities          __________ 

 

LEED or other green building standards for non-government operated facilities_________ 

 

Rebates or tax credits for renewable and/or efficient energy devices          _________ 

 

Alternative fuel or hybrid vehicles added to the fleet                    __________ 

15. To what extent does your jurisdiction engage in efforts to reduce its overall energy 

consumption? 

 

□   Not at all 
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  □   Moderate efforts 

□   Somewhat extensive efforts 

  □   Very extensive efforts 

 

16. Does the city offer incentives to its employees to take transit, walk, bike, or carpool to work? 

(select all that apply)  

 

□   No incentives are offered to employees 

□   Employees are offered incentives to take transit to work 

□   Employees are offered incentives to walk or bike to work 

□   Employees are offered incentives to carpool to work 

 

17. On a scale from 1 = “not an obstacle” to 5 = “sustainable obstacle”, please rate the following 

factors with respect to your local government’s ability to reduce overall energy consumption. 

                             Not an                                   Substantial           

           Obstacle        2          3         4     Obstacle   

 Cost/lack of funds          □      □      □     □      □ 

Conflict with other budget priorities    □      □      □     □      □ 

Lack of time/expertise to design and plan    □      □      □     □      □ 

Lack of informational resources      □      □      □     □      □ 

Qualified contractors not available     □      □      □     □      □ 

Lack of “political will” in decision-making        □      □      □     □      □ 

Length of time  for governing body approval    □      □      □     □      □  

Length of implementation time       □      □      □     □      □ 

 

18.  How are electrical utility services provided in your community? 

 

    □  Investor Owned Utility (skip to question 21) 

  □  Another Government (skip to question 21) 

□  Electric Co-op  (skip to question 21) 

□  Municipal Utility operated by your jurisdiction 

 

19. IF YOU HAVE A MUNICIPAL UTILITY, please indicate the length  
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      of time that your jurisdiction has utilized the following sources of 

       renewable energy  

             Don’t      0-5    6-10          More than  

        Utilize    Years        Years        10 Years 

 

Wind          □       □      □  □              

Solar         □       □      □  □              

Biofuel           □       □      □  □        

 Hydroelectric          □       □      □  □              

Waste-to-energy    □       □      □  □              

Other          □       □      □  □              

None            □       □      □  □             

Don’t know         □       □      □  □        

20. To what extent has your municipal utility implemented smart grid 

       technologies? 

 

□  Not at all 

□  To a modest extent 

□  Somewhat extensively 

□  Very extensively 

 

 

Energy, Conservation and Development 
 

  

21. Does your jurisdiction's economic development strategy include efforts to attract green 

business or industry through any of the following? (all that apply)  

 

□  Financial or other incentives to encourage energy efficient technologies  

      in new  development 

□  Financial or other incentives specifically targeted to the renewable  

      energy sector 
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□  Regulatory relief of streamlined processes for developments that 

     incorporate energy efficient technologies 

□  Regulatory relief or streamlined processes for development in the  

      renewable energy sector 

□  Expedited or reduced permitting costs 

□  Other 

□  No targeting of green industries 

 

 

22.  How important is energy efficiency and the attraction of “green business” in your 

jurisdiction’s economic development strategy? 

 

□  Not important 

□  Somewhat important 

□  Highly important 

□  Most important 

□  No  targeting of green industries 

 

23.  Does your jurisdiction offer LOANS, GRANTS, REBATES or TAX INCENTIVES to 

upgrade or retrofit buildings? (Please select all that apply) 

 

  □  Loans 

  □  Grants 

□  Rebates 

  □ Tax Incentives 

 

23-1. Does your jurisdiction have a written economic development plan? 

 

□  Yes 

□  No  
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23-2. Does the economic development plan explicitly address energy or climate issues? 

 

□  Yes 

□  No  

 

24.  Has your city adopted planning goals relating to climate protection or energy    

   efficiency in either its general plan or a separate plan? 

 

  □  Yes 

  □  No plan with formal climate protection or energy efficiency goals 

 

 

25. Does the planning document referenced in the above question DIRECTLY ADDRESS 

climate protection or energy issues in any of the following areas? (select all that apply) 

                  

                                             Addressed    Not Addressed           Don’t          

                                                             in Plan             in Plan               Know                                                                          

Housing                                                  □  □           □ 

Transportation                                        □  □           □ 

Conservation                                          □  □           □                

Infrastructure                                          □  □           □ 

Open Space and Recreation                □  □           □                 

Intergovernmental Coordination          □  □           □ 

Economic Development                        □  □           □                 

Schools                                                  □  □           □ 

Future Land-Use                                □  □           □                 

 

 

 

25-1. In planning your approach to comply with DCAs draft rule for HB 697, what actions do 

you anticipate? (select all that apply) 
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□  Add an (optional) Energy Element to the comprehensive plan that consolidates the 

jurisdiction’s existing and new energy policies 

□  Revise and/or add policies in existing elements of the comprehensive plan to meet the 

requirements 

□  Identify Existing Plan Provisions that meet the requirements 

 

□  Don't Know Yet 

 

Other (please specify)___________________________________ 

 

 

 

Organization and Intergovernmental Relations 
 

 

 

26. Which organization or entity (government or non-government) is most active in promoting 

energy sustainability in  your CITY? 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

27. Which organizations or entities (government or non-government)  are most active in 

promoting energy sustainability in  your REGION? 

 

________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

28.  Has the county government in which your jurisdiction is located enacted any climate 

protection, renewable energy, or energy reduction initiatives? 
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         □  No 

      □  Yes 

□  Don’t know 

 

 

29. To what extent do jurisdictions in your COUNTY work cooperatively on climate change or 

energy issues?    

 

                                             Not                     Great  Don’t 

         at All       Somewhat         Extent         Know 

Climate Change  □       □       □       □       

Energy Planning  □       □      □       □       

Sustainability    □       □       □       □       

 

 

 

30. To what extent do jurisdictions in your REGION work cooperatively on climate change or 

energy issues?    

 

                                             Not                     Great  Don’t 

         at All       Somewhat         Extent         Know 

Climate Change  □       □       □       □       

Energy Planning  □       □      □       □       

Sustainability    □       □       □       □       

 

 

 

31. Has your government engaged in any of the following collaborative actions relating to 

sustainability, energy efficiency or climate protection? (check all that apply) 

 

□  Worked with other agencies or local governments in activities such as 

   an inventory of GHG emissions     
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□  Joined a collaborative partnership with other local entities  

       (such as a regional partnership organization) 

 

□  Entered into an informal agreement with one or more local governments  

       on energy issues 

 

□  Entered into a formal agreement with one or more local governments  

      on energy issues 

 

□  Enacted policy or comprehensive plan changes based on regional     

      planning efforts 

 

□  Government has not engaged in any collaborative actions in these areas  

 

      Other (please specify)   _______________________________________ 

 

 

32. Can specific individuals be identified as actively encouraging the city to become involved in 

efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions? (check all that apply) 

      □  No     

      □  Key members of the public 

□  Elected official(s) 

      □  Member(s) of city staff 
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Respondent Information 
 

     Finally, although no personal identifying information will be connected to this 

questionnaire, background information about you and your government structure will 

be useful for statistical analysis. 

 

 

33. How is the mayor selected in your community?  

      □  Appointed by Council      

      □  Directly elected 

Other method (specify)  _______________________________________ 

 

 

 

34. How is the City Manager or CAO selected?  

      □  Appointed by Council      

      □  Mayor nominates and council approves 

□  Appointed by the mayor 

      □  There is not a manager or CAO position 

 Other selection mechanism (please specify)     

___________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

35. How frequently do citizens, businesses, or groups in your community bring energy efficiency 

or climate protection issues to the agenda of political leaders?  

      □  Never     

      □  Infrequently 

□  Somewhat frequently      

      □  Very frequently 
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36. How many years have you worked in local government?   _______years 

 

 

37. Experience 

 

 

How many years have you worked in this city government?  __________ 

 

How many years have you worked in your current position? __________ 

 

 

 

38.  What is your highest level of education you have attained? 

□  High School Diploma                    □  Some College 

□  Bachelor’s Degree   □  Master’s Degree 

□  Doctoral/Professional  

 

 

39.  Could you please provide your name and contact information in case we need to follow up?  

 

  Name   ___________________________________________________ 

   Title    ___________________________________________________ 

   E-mail Address ___________________________________________ 

   Phone Number  ____________________________________________ 

 

 

 

THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR COMPLETING THE SURVEY!  

 

Would you like to receive a copy of this survey’s aggregate results?  

       □  Yes      

       □  No                                    
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APPENDIX B 

 

Energy Sustainable Florida 
Communities 

 
The Institute for Energy Systems, Economics and Sustainability (IESES) at Florida State University is 

investigating Florida local government actions related to energy efficiency and climate change to better 

understand and assess local efforts and to assist local governments in Florida. This project is supported by 

the FSU Center for Florida Local Government Excellence. Your participation is critical to the success of 

these efforts. This survey will take approximately 20-30 minutes to complete. We anticipate that the results 

will also benefit local governments and we will share these results with all participants.  

 

Your answers to survey questions will remain confidential to the full extent allowed by law. The results of 

this research study will be published, but individual respondent will not be identifiable in any reports. If you 

have any questions concerning this research study, please contact Dr. Richard Feiock by email at 

rfeiock@fsu.edu or phone at (850)644-3525. Thank you.   
 

 

Please return this questionnaire to: 

 

Richard C. Feiock 

Askew School of Public Administration and Policy 

Florida State University  

Tallahassee FL 32303-2250 
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                                                                Project #______  

 

 

 

 

1.   Energy Sustainable Florida Communities 

    

 

1.  Name of your Jurisdiction 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

2.   Energy and Climate Policy 

  

 

1. How important are energy/climate change issues in your jurisdiction? 
 (Check a box.)  

         

              Not         Somewhat       Moderately           Very 

         Important        Important        Important      Important  

  □  □                  □  □          

 

2. Does your jurisdiction have a formal climate change and/or energy plan 

       separate from the comprehensive plan? 

 

       □  Yes, plan(s) that includes both climate change and energy  

       □  Yes, a plan that primarily addresses climate change 

       □  Yes, a plan that primarily addresses energy 

       □  No, neither an energy nor a climate change plan 

      

     3.  Which of the following energy/ climate related issues does your jurisdiction 

      officially address (e.g., through regulation or policies) with regard to its 
      government facilities and community at large? (select all that apply) 

 
                                                                                             Government                                                      

                                                                      Facilities       Community     Don’t Know 

                                                                                                    

       Green buildings              □  □         □ 
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       Retro-fitting existing buildings for energy efficiency          □  □         □ 

       Alternative transportation systems            □  □         □                

       Green infrastructure             □  □         □ 

       Green procurement             □  □         □                 

       Regional air quality             □  □         □ 

       Technology innovation/ demonstration projects          □  □         □                 

       Energy efficient devices (appliances, lighting, etc.)          □  □         □ 

       Energy efficiency Systems (building controls etc.)          □  □         □                 

       Waste-to-energy              □  □         □ 

       Renewable energy             □  □         □                

Smart grid/net metering             □  □         □ 

      Alternative fuels               □  □         □                 

Incorporating energy use in land use decisions          □  □         □ 

      Energy Related development incentives                        □  □         □                

Inventory of greenhouse gas emissions                        □  □         □ 

     Formally adopted greenhouse gas reduction goals                □  □         □               

 

 

4.   In which of the following initiatives is your jurisdiction participating?  If not, are 

     any being considered? 

 

Yes, Currently     No, but             

         Member/   considering No       Don’t 

  Participant       future               Know  

participation  

U.S. Conference of Mayors Climate Protection            □        □  □   □ 

Agreement 

 

ICLEI USA – Cities for Climate Protection              □        □  □ □ 

 

Sierra Club Cool Cities Initiative                        □        □  □ □    

 

HUD/DOT  “Livable Communities Initiative”                 □        □  □ □ 

 

FGBC – Green Local Government Designation               □        □  □ □           

 

Audubon Sustainability Community                        □        □  □ □ 

 

Other (please specify) 
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5.  In what year would you estimate that your jurisdiction FIRST participated in 

     any of the above initiatives?    

____________(year) 

 

6.  Which office or department in your jurisdiction has primary responsibility for developing 

energy policy plans? (select one) 

 

□   Planning    □  Environment    

□   Building    □  Mayor  

□   Energy/Sustainability  □  Manager  

□   Community Development  □  City Council/Commission  

□   Transportation   □  Local Utility 

□   Public Works   □  Special Commission 

 

 

7.  To what extent do jurisdictions in your COUNTY work cooperatively on climate change or 

energy planning issues? 

 

               To A Great                     

Not at All Somewhat Extent        Don’t Know   

 

 Energy          □        □  □              □ 

 

Climate Change         □        □  □            □ 

 

 

8.  To the best of your knowledge, how active are each of the following entities in promoting 

sustainable energy and climate change planning and innovation in your county? 

Not Active     Somewhat Active    Very Active       Don’t Know   

 

 Municipal governments        □        □  □              □ 

Special districts         □        □  □            □ 

Regional Planning Council       □        □  □              □ 

Regional Partnership Organization       □        □  □            □ 

MPO          □        □  □              □ 

FL DCA           □        □  □            □ 

FL DOT                □        □  □              □ 
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FL DEP                □        □  □            □ 

Other state Agencies        □        □  □              □ 

Private utilities                      □        □  □            □ 

Federal agencies          □        □  □              □ 

Civic groups/NGOs        □        □  □            □ 

Local builders association         □        □  □              □ 

 

9.  If the following programs have been adopted in your jurisdiction, please indicate the year in 

which they were first adopted. 

                  Year 

Use of renewable energy sources (wind, solar, biofuel, etc…)                    ____________ 

Energy element added to comprehensive plan          _____________ 

Adopted energy and/or climate change plan    _____________ 

Adopted LEED or FGB standards     _____________ 

Rebates or tax credits for renewable and/or efficient    

energy devices        _____________ 

Introduced alternative fuel or hybrid vehicles into the fleet  _____________ 

 

 

3.   Energy Cost Reduction by Government 
 

1.  To what extent has your government undertaken efforts to reduce overall energy  use by 

government? 

  □  Not at all 

  □  Somewhat 

□  A great extent 

 

2.  On a scale from 1 = “not an obstacle” to 5 = “sustainable obstacle”, please rate the following 

factors with respect to your local government’s ability to reduce overall energy use. 

                        Not an               Substantial 

                 Obstacle           2              3            4        Obstacle   

 Cost/lack of funds          □      □      □     □      □ 

Conflict with other budget priorities    □      □      □     □      □ 

Lack of time/expertise to design and plan     □      □      □     □      □ 

Lack of informational resources      □      □      □     □      □ 

Qualified contractors not available      □      □      □     □      □ 

Lack of “political will” in the decision-making     □      □      □     □      □ 
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Length of time needed for governing body approval    □      □      □     □      □  

Length of implementation time      □      □      □     □      □ 

 

4. Economic Development 
 

 

1. How important is the attraction of "green business" in your jurisdiction's 

    economic development strategy?  

 

□  Not important 

  □  Somewhat important 

□  Highly Important 

  □  Most Important 

 

2. Does your jurisdiction's economic development strategy include efforts to attract 

    green business or industry through the following? (select all that apply)  

 

 

□  Financial or other incentives to encourage energy efficient technologies in new  development 

 

□  Financial or other incentives specifically targeted to the renewable energy sector 

 

□  Regulatory relief of streamlined processes for developments that incorporate energy efficient 

technologies 

 

□  Regulatory relief or streamlined processes for development in the renewable energy sector 

 

3.  Does your jurisdiction have a written economic development plan? 

  

  □  Yes 

  □  No 

 

4.  Does the economic development plan explicitly address energy or climate issues? 
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  □  Yes 

  □  No 

 

5.   Comprehensive Plans & State and Federal Policy 
 

1.  Did your jurisdiction’s comprehensive plan or its amendments DIRECTLY ADDRESS climate 

change or energy issues in any of the following elements prior to the Florida Energy Bill ( HB 

697) passed in 2008? (select all that apply) 

                                                                                      Addressed Prior      Addressed                                                

                                                                      2008             since 2008     Don’t Know 

                                                                                          

       Energy Element              □  □         □ 

       Housing Element                    □  □         □ 

       Transportation Element                      □  □         □                

       Conservation Element             □  □         □ 

       Infrastructure Element             □  □         □                 

       Open Space and Recreation Element           □  □         □ 

       Intergovernmental Coordination Element                    □  □         □                 

       Coastal Management Element                     □  □         □ 

       Economic Development Element                    □  □         □                 

       Future Land-Use Element             □  □         □ 

       Current Land-Use Map             □  □         □                

Future Land-Use Map             □  □         □ 

Other (please specify)_______________________________________________________ 

 

 

2.  In planning your approach to comply with DCAs draft rule for HB 697, what actions do you 

anticipate? (select all that apply) 

□  Add an (optional) Energy Element to the comprehensive plan that consolidates  the 

jurisdiction’s existing and new energy policies 

 

□  Revise and/or add policies in existing elements of the comprehensive plan to meet the 

requirements. 

 

□  Identify Existing Plan Provisions that meet the requirements 

 

  □  Don’t Know Yet 
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6.   Land Use and Open Space 
 

1. Has your jurisdiction established LAND-USE policies or programs to encourage or require the 

following? (select all that apply) 

                           No programs 

                                                                         Encourage       Require         or policies 

                                                                                                                            In place 

       Reduce greenhouse gas emissions                      □  □    □ 

       Compact developments in new and existing neighborhoods         □  □    □ 

       Mixed-use development                      □  □    □                

       Transit oriented development             □  □    □ 

       In-fill development                       □  □    □                 

       Community-wide bicycle/pedestrian plan                       □  □    □ 

       Street design for multi-modal mobility in developments          □  □    □                 

       LEED or other Green development certification for  

       new development or redevelopment projects                    □  □    □ 

      

 

2. Have the following Land Use Management techniques been used by your jurisdiction in the last 

24 months? (Select all that apply) 

             Yes  No Don’t Know 

       Up-zoning to bring areas that were less dense to  

       higher density standards                      □  □         □                 

       Inclusionary housing policy             □  □         □ 

       Urban Growth boundary             □  □         □                

Impact Fees                       □  □         □ 

      Density Bonuses               □  □         □                 

Transfer of Development Rights            □  □         □ 

 

3. To which of the following eligible activities are your Federal Energy Efficiency and Conservation 

Block Grant (EECBG) funds directed? (select all that apply) 

 

□  None -Not applying for EECBG funds 

□  Development of an efficiency and conservation strategy 

□  Residential and commercial building energy audits 

□  Incentive programs for energy efficiency improvements 
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□  Grants to nonprofit organizations and government agencies 

□  Energy conservation programs for buildings and facilities 

□  Development and implementation of transportation programs  

□  Building codes and inspections to promote energy efficiency 

□  Distributed resources, combined heat and power, & district systems 

□  Material conservation programs including source reduction, recycling, and recycled content 

procurement programs that lead to increases in energy efficiency. 

 

□  Methane capture from landfills 

□  Energy efficient traffic signals and street lighting 

□  Renewable energy technologies on government buildings 

Other activities that meet the purposes of the program (List Below) 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

 

7.   Zoning Regulations, Subdivision Regulations, and Permitting 
 

1. Does your development review encourage energy efficient land use patterns through any of the 

following strategies? (select all that apply)  

□  Compact arrangement of higher density and intensity of mixed land uses that support a multi-       modal  

transportation system 

□  Infill and redevelopment 

□  Accounting for existing and future electric power generation and transmission systems 

□  Complete streets that accommodate transit, pedestrians, bicyclists and motorists 

□  Reduced parking footprint 

□  Street network connectivity  

□  Landscape planting for energy conservation 

□  Green infrastructure 

□  Heat Island Reduction 

□  Preservation of open space and urban and rural forests for CO2 capture 

□  Lot and/or street orientation for wind or solar consideration 

□  Housing and jobs proximity 

□  Housing and school proximity 

□  Infrastructure (water & sewer) proximity 
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2. Does your jurisdiction’s site plan and development review encourage the following green 

Construction & Technology issues? (select all that apply) 

                                                                                  Review Accounts for: 

                                                                                                    

       Daylighting                □          

       Certified Green Buildings                      □          

       Energy Efficient Buildings                       □                         

 Reduced Water Use               □ 

       Heat Island Reduction               □                          

       Passive and/or Active Solar Collection             □          

       On – Site Renewable Energy Sources                      □                          

       Light Pollution Reduction                   □          

       Green Roofs                        □                          

       Permeable Paving               □          

       Don’t Know                □                         

         

2.5. How many months would you estimate is the average processing time necessary for new single 

family residential development applications from formal application to formal approval?        

Months  _____________________________ 

 

 

3. Does your development review system offer fast-track, streamlining or other development-review 

incentives to encourage green neighborhood design? 

 

□  Yes – Expedited or streamlined permitting 

  □  Yes – Reduced permitting costs 

□  Yes – Other 

  □  No 

□  Don’t Know 

 

4. Does your jurisdiction offer density bonuses or other incentives to developers for incorporating 

energy efficiency or sustainable elements into their projects? 

 

 □  Yes  

  □  No 

□  Not now, but under consideration 
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  □  Don’t Know 

 

5. Do your jurisdiction’s zoning regulations reference any of the following generation facilities? 

          Included in 

                         Present           Not Included 

                 Zoning    Under            nor Under      Don’t          

           Regulations   Construction       Consideration      Know 

 

Wind Farms          □      □       □      □       

Distributed Generation Energy Systems  □      □      □      □       

Biomass Facilities       □      □       □      □       

Solar PV Farms       □      □       □      □       

Cogeneration Facilities       □      □       □      □       

Nuclear Plants     □      □       □      □       

Methane Facilities       □      □       □      □      

Coal, Oil, or Gas Fired Plants     □      □       □      □       

Other (please specify) _______________________________________________________ 

 

 

6.  Does your jurisdiction have policies, plans, or regulations for the following?  

 

             Yes  No Don’t Know 

      Greenways                        □  □         □                 

      Water source and flow protection             □  □         □ 

       Tree preservation             □  □         □                

Tree planting                       □  □         □ 

      Urban forest management              □  □         □                 

Prime farmland preservation            □  □         □ 

      Green streets, bioswells, or rain gardens                        □  □         □            

 

 

8.  Housing and Green Building 
 

1. Does your jurisdiction offer LOANS, GRANTS, or REBATES to encourage energy efficiency or 

energy savings? (select all that apply) 

                            

                                                                                   Yes          No        Don’t Know 

                                                                                                                             

       Upgrading or retrofitting buildings (windows, roofs,  

        Insulation, weather-stripping etc…)             □  □    □ 
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       Upgrading heating ventilation & air conditioning (HVAC)           □  □    □ 

       Upgrading building electrical systems (including lighting)          □  □    □                

       Upgrading appliances for energy conservation                        □  □    □ 

       Solar hot water heating panels                          □  □    □                 

       Solar PV panels                          □  □    □ 

       Green roofs                       □  □    □                 

       High reflection paving or roofing                      □  □    □ 

 

 

2. Does your jurisdiction offer permitting incentives to encourage the construction of energy 

efficient buildings 

 

□  No 

  □  Yes – Expedited or streamlined permitting  

□  Yes – Reduced permitting costs 

□  Don’t Know 

3. Does your jurisdiction have green building requirements or guidelines based on LEED, FGBC, 

or Energy Star standards? 

 

□  Yes 

  □  No 

□  Don’t Know 

4. Are your green building actions part of a county-wide or region-wide coordinated effort?  

□  Yes 

  □  No 

□  Don’t Know 

 

5. Are your green building guidelines or requirements part of a formal climate action strategy?  

□  Yes 

  □  No 

□  Don’t Know 

 

9.  Transportation and Green Transit 
 

 

1. What types of public transit are available in your jurisdiction? (all that apply) 
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□  Bus 

  □  Express bus rapid transit (BRT)  

□  Rail (heavy, light, including streetcars) 

□  Paratransit (vans, buses, other)  

□  Public transit is not provided by your jurisdiction 

Other (please specify)______________________________________________________ 

 

2. What “green transit” technologies has your jurisdiction adopted? (all that apply) 

□  Alternative fuels 

  □  Hybrid technology 

□  LEED certified facilities (bus shelters, terminals, etc.) 

Other (please specify)________________________________________________________ 

3. Does your jurisdiction employ any strategies that seek means to reduce vehicle miles traveled? 

(all that apply) 

 

□  Transit passes 

  □  Carpool program  

□  Limit parking availability 

□  Bike sharing program  

□  Pedestrian infrastructure supporting transit accessibility 

□  Mobility fees 

□  Public education on alternative travel modes 

Other  (please specify)______________________________________________________ 

 

 

10.  Organization and Intergovernmental Relations 
 

1.What organization or entity is most active in promoting energy sustainability in       your 

community? 

 

______________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. Does your government have a separate agency or office responsible for energy conservation/ 

sustainability? 
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□  No 

  □  Yes  

□  Don’t Know 

 

3. How frequently do you or other officials of your government contract ( for information, advice, 

etc.) the following governments/ organizations regarding energy and/or climate change issues? 

 

          Weekly Monthly         Annually    Never 

County Government       □      □       □      □       

Medium or large cities (population 25K +)  □      □      □      □       

Small cities (pop<25K)       □      □       □      □       

Special districts (s)      □      □       □      □       

Regional Planning council       □      □       □      □       

State Agencies     □      □       □      □       

Council of Governments       □      □       □      □      

Private utility     □      □       □      □       

MPO         □      □       □      □       

Regional partnerships    □      □       □      □       

Federal agencies        □      □       □      □  

 

4. Has your government engaged in any of the following collaborative actions related to land use 

related greenhouse gas emissions? (check all that apply) 

 

□  Worked with other agencies or local governments in activities such as an inventory of GHG 

emissions 

 

  □  Joined a collaborative partnership with other local entities 

□  Entered into an informal agreement with one or more local governments on energy issues 

 

□  Entered into a formal agreement with one or more local governments on energy issues 

 

□  Enacted changes to your comprehensive plan or other local plans based on regional planning 

efforts 

□  None of the above 
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5.  To what extent would the following individuals or groups support or oppose energy conservation 

and climate protection efforts by your government? 

 

                Strongly      Moderately       Moderately      Strongly     

            Oppose         Oppose      Neutral        Support           Support        

 

 City manager (or chief administrator) □      □         □      □      □ 

Chamber of commerce        □      □         □      □      □ 

Neighborhood organizations  □      □         □      □      □ 

Environmental groups   □      □         □   □      □ 

Real Estate developers                 □      □         □      □      □ 

Homeowner associations                 □      □         □      □      □ 

Local business    □      □         □      □      □  

The media     □      □         □      □      □ 

The general public     □      □         □      □      □ 

City council/ commission   □      □         □      □      □ 

Members of city staff   □      □         □      □      □  

Key community leaders   □      □         □      □      □ 

 

 

11.  Investing in Energy & Climate Change Competencies 
 

 

1. In the past year, have employees or elected officials of your jurisdiction attended energy or 

climate change related workshops training or seminars  

                Yes            No           Don’t Know 

National organizations (APA, ICMA, ULI, ICLEI, etc. )      □         □    □       

State or local organizations         □         □         □       

Federal or state government entities           □         □                □       

Universities or other educational institution          □         □                □       

Other  (please specify)_______________________________________________________ 

 

 

2. To the best of your knowledge, about how often would you say that your agency’s planning staff 

consults the following resources when dealing with community energy sustainability and climate 

change issues? 

          Weekly Monthly         Annually    Never 

EPA Energy & Climate on-line information     □      □       □      □       

U.S. DOE Energy Information Administration  □      □      □      □       

U.S. DOE Climate Change site      □      □       □      □       
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U.S. DOE Smart Communities Network  □      □       □      □       

U.S. Economic Development Administration  □      □       □      □       

U.S. DOT and Federal Highway Administration □      □       □      □       

U.S. Housing and Urban Development     □      □       □      □      

U.S. Department of Agriculture   □      □       □      □       

USCM Center for  Sustainable Communities  □      □       □      □       

ICLEI USA     □      □       □      □       

FL Department of Community Affairs    □      □       □      □      

Center for Livable Communities   □      □       □      □       

FL Energy Extension Service   □      □       □      □       

FL Housing Coalition     □      □       □      □       

FL Main Street        □      □       □      □      

FL Sustainable Communities   □      □       □      □       

FL Department of Transportation      □      □       □      □       

FL Department of Health    □      □       □      □       

FL Energy Office of the Governor      □      □       □      □      

 

 

12.  Respondent Information 
 

1.  How many years of experience do you have in the planning profession? ______ 

 

2.  What is your specialization? (Check all that apply) 

 

□  Community (re) development 

  □  Land Use or Code Enforcement 

□  Transportation Planning  

□  Environment/ Natural Resources 

□  Urban Design 

□  Economic Planning/ Development 

□  Management/ Budgeting/ Finance 

□  Housing 

□  Facilities/ Infrastructure 

□  Preservation 

□  Planning Methods 

□  Parks & Recreation 
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3.  What is the highest level of education you’ve obtained? ___________________ 

 

4.  How many people do you supervise?   ________________ 

 

5.  How many planners are employed by your jurisdiction?  __________ 
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